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Abstract

This thesis presents a new textile pressure sensor that can be integrated into clothing. The sensing principle of a variable capacitor is used. Electrodes of conductive textiles are arranged on both sides of a compressible spacer. Two basic architectures are evaluated: Perpendicular stripes on both sides of a compressible spacer forming the capacitors at their crossover points and single electrodes on one side and a common electrode on the other side of the spacer. Sensors of various sizes are built with 1, 16, 30 and 240 sensing elements.

The focus of this work is to model the sensor behavior to reduce error sources. By using such algorithms, the field is opened for using standard material and a simple design for the sensor. The models used can be easily adapted to other pressure sensors and even strain sensors.

Errors induced by hysteresis can be reduced from 60% to below 10% by using the Preisach model. Additionally, drift effects are modeled by measuring the step response of the used textile spacer. A new model is developed, reducing drift errors below 5% for a duration of one hour.

Finally, the impact of error sources such as hysteresis, drift, noise and sensor failure is researched for a concrete application: Classification of sitting postures from pressure patterns measured on a seat. The influence of the errors is simulated on the one hand and measured with the classification accuracy and the distance between the classes as measure on the other hand. It is shown that drift effects can be neglected, while modeling the hysteresis enhances the classification rate by 35%. Replacing failing sensors by the mean value of adjacent elements improves the result by 24%. The system with the textile sensor performs similarly to a commercially available pressure mat for this application when the relevant error sources are compensated.

Furthermore, the sensor has shown its usefulness by measuring muscle activity and by supervising the pressure distribution in compression stockings.
Zusammenfassung


Der Sensor hat zusätzlich seine Brauchbarkeit erwiesen für die Messung von Muskelaktivität zur Bewegungserkennung. Er wurde ebenfalls eingesetzt zur Überwachung des Drucks, der durch medizinische Stützstrümpfe auf das Bein ausgetübt wird.
Introduction

Wearable computing, as we know it today, wouldn’t be possible without sensors. This thesis discusses pressure sensors. Pressure sensing can give information about activity, movement and even context of the user. The introduction gives an overview of pressure sensors currently used in wearable computing and the open research fields. Subsequently the research focus and an overview of this thesis are given.
1.1. Pressure sensing in wearable computing

Wearable computers play a more and more important role in daily life. In the medical field, personal assistants record all the time the physical data of the wearer [16]. Projects to detect and supervise the physical state in real time are running. Personal assistants guide a worker during the operation and maintenance of machines or building cars [70, 100, 102], protect fire fighters from dangerous situations [53] or help people with back problems [69].

Such devices rely on sensors distributed on the human body. Integrating such sensors directly into clothing has several advantages. Clothing is worn almost anytime and an ideal substrate for mounting sensors. They are just at the right place on the body once dressed and the user doesn’t need to care about positioning them. To achieve best integration, textile solutions are favorable. Textile solutions can be made comfortable and unobtrusive for the wearer.

Textiles have been used for pressure [94], stretch [68] and temperature [60, 61] sensing.

Pressure sensing covers a wide field in wearable computing. The activity of different muscles has been measured with force sensitive foil sensors [11, 62]. Sensing muscle activity can help sportsmen train specific muscles or give feedback about the performance quality of exercises for rehabilitation. The activity of the upper arm can be measured by placing a sensor on the biceps and triceps and for the upper legs on the hamstring and quadriceps, respectively. The stiff foil sensors generated problems by fixing them on the skin so that they won’t slip away. They are inconvenient for the wearer, too. A textile sensor would be an improvement, since it could be built into underwear with the familiar comfort.

Other force sensitive foil sensors have been developed for robotic applications and artificial skin [12, 50, 63, 96]. MEMS sensors are also used for this application [20, 49, 106]. Artificial haircells measure the flow of air or liquids but could also be used for pressure sensing [19]. A flexible tactile sensing skin based on polymer substrates has been developed in [31]. Such sensors are sufficiently small for unobtrusive integration into clothing. Further research would be needed to get robust attachment onto textiles. An artificial human dermis for pressure measuring can be found in [22].

Upper arm positions have been measured with resistance changing foams [27, 28]. Hysteresis caused by the foam prevents the measurement
of the exact arm positions and only four positions are differentiated. Modeling the characteristics of the foam, specially the hysteresis, would improve this system and make a distinct identification of the arm position possible.

An interest has also been manifested for a body pressure measuring system in the field of prevention of pressure ulcers (decubitus). In the US, 1.3 to 3 million people suffer from decubitus [64, 65]. Medical costs of decubitus in the US vary from US$ 20,000 to 70,000 per wound [25], and up to US$ 200,000 per patient for the whole treatment with associated complications [9]. The incidence of pressure sore is 5-10% for hospitalized patients [15, 82], 13% in nursing homes [18], and up to 39% for patients with a spinal injury [9, 55, 114]. There is a high interest in reducing the risk of getting a decubitus. When tissues are exposed to pressure greater than 32 mmHg [58] for prolonged periods of time (5-20 min) blood flow is obstructed and decubitus can occur. Healthy people would feel pain if this limit is reached. For people with disordered sense or those that can’t react themselves, a system would be helpful that measures the pressure distribution over time on endangered parts of the body. An alarm for the patient or the medical staff can alert them to turn the body. Alternatively the system could be used for driving adaptive mattresses that change their surface dynamically. The pressure sensing mats for wheelchairs used today are about 10’000 SFr. and more to purchase. This price prevents permanent use and only short time measurements in clinical environment are performed, e.g. for instructing wheelchair users in safe sitting behavior. Textile sensors could be implemented as cushions for wheelchairs, as mattresses for beds or directly integrated into underwear. First prototypes are developed [14, 86] with low spatial resolution (one sensor 10 x 10 cm). Parasitic capacitances are not considered and sensor non-idealities such as hysteresis and drift not compensated.

Commercically available sensor mats have been used to detect the sitting posture in a chair [97, 98, 107]. One sensing mat covers the back and one the seat surface. These provide a resolution of 1x1 cm with 42 x 48 sensing elements each. 127 pressure distribution maps are recorded each second. The pressure images taken are treated like faces and the postures are estimated with distance from future space algorithm. With this system, real time posture detection is possible with a recognition rate of 90 to 99% depending of the postures and 96% in average. In [76] the sensor amount has been reduced to 19 discrete force sensitive foil sensors reaching a classification accuracy of still 78%. The impact
of the quality of the sensor system has not been considered further. There has been no research with regard to effects of non idealities of the sensors such as drift and hysteresis. Sitting postures are also interesting to identify a driver in a car [88], evaluating his behavior [87], or for supervising a passenger in an airplane [7].

In [42] a system is presented to measure sleeping postures by 210 pressure sensors distributed in a bed.

Textile pressure sensors can also be used in intelligent carpets for analyzing dance movements [99], alarm systems or people tracking. Another possible field of application is the supervision of pressure induced by medical stockings on the skin.

1.1.1. Commercial systems

Several commercial systems for measuring pressure distribution on the human body are available on the market. Novel offers pressure sensitive mats for wheelchairs, horse and bike saddles, insoles and much more. Tekscan manufactures pressure sensitive mats for chairs, beds or insoles in different sizes, resolution and pressure ranges. The sensors based on a resistive ink technology, are individually mounted on a flexprint covered by a foil. Also Medilogic offers foot measurement systems as insoles and plates mainly designed for walking analysis. The solutions from Xsensor are comparable to those from Tekscan but use capacitive sensors. The capacitors are formed at the cross-over points of perpendicular conductive stripes on both sides of a compressible spacer. Flexible sitting mats from GP SoftMess are based on individual resistive force sensors mounted on a foil carrier. Trimedico offers a mat for analyzing pressure distribution in beds.

An overview of selected products can be found in Table 1.1.

Implementation into textiles would need modifications of the systems or remains not possible without affecting wearing comfort. They are missing textile properties, e.g. they are not breathable, poorly drapable and can’t be washed in a washing machine. Their complexity is also a reason for the high prices.

Hysteresis for the different mentioned products are measured in the range of 19% and drift between 4% and 20% [33, 34].

Products for direct integration into clothing are offered by Softswitch. These measure pressure by a composite material that reduces its resistance when compressed [81].
### Table 1.1. Selection of commercial pressure sensing systems (2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>#Sensor elements</th>
<th>Sensor Size</th>
<th>Sampling rate</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Pressure range</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novel, Pliance</td>
<td>256 (1024)</td>
<td>2x2 cm</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.1-6 N/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tekscan</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1x1 cm</td>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0-3.3 N/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS Inc, TactArray</td>
<td>2, 2.5, 2.8 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1400 kPa</td>
<td>pressureprofile.com/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up to 16'128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tactArray.php</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSENSOR</td>
<td>up to 65536</td>
<td>1.15-31 mm</td>
<td>up to 40 Hz</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>0-200 mmHg</td>
<td><a href="http://www.xsensor.com/">www.xsensor.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeBioM GmbH, GP SoftMess</td>
<td>128-4096</td>
<td>2.4-2.8 cm</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>gebiom.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medilogic</td>
<td>up to 4096 cm</td>
<td>0.75x0.75 cm</td>
<td>82 kHz</td>
<td>20/60 Hz</td>
<td>0.6-64 N/cm²</td>
<td><a href="http://www.medilogic.com/">www.medilogic.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimedico</td>
<td>~4'500</td>
<td>2x2 cm</td>
<td>4.5 kHz</td>
<td>~1 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.trimedico.de/">www.trimedico.de/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2. Novel contributions

The goal of this work is to design a textile pressure sensor that can be used as an autonomous device or as part of clothing. To improve the sensing quality no special care is taken with material selection. Errors are reduced by modeling the behavior of the sensor.

We want to:

- **design a pressure sensor** that consists of only standard textile materials which is also integrable into clothing or directly part of the clothing and can be treated like clothing (e.g. washable)

- **improve the sensing quality** by modeling the sensor characteristics for reducing effects of hysteresis and drift on the measurement signal

- **find a suitable method to measure the capacitance** of the sensors considering effects such as parasitic capacitances and research the effect of temperature and humidity on the capacitance

- **investigate the influence of errors** such as hysteresis, drift, noise and sensor failures on a concrete wearable application (sitting posture classification) to answer the question how good the quality of such a sensor has to be.

1.3. Overview

In this work we present the design, modeling and evaluation of a textile pressure sensor. Our sensor is based on a capacitive measurement principle and is made from standard textile materials that are widely available on the market. Well known production methods are used. The possibility of direct integration into clothing or ideally, the clothing itself being the sensor has first priority, while increasing the accuracy of the sensor itself has second priority.

This thesis explains the issues and problems of measuring capacitance accurately, modeling hysteresis and drift in the sensor signal and the design of the pressure sensor and its evaluation in a concrete application.

The chapters are structured as follows:

**Chapter 2** explains the specification and requirements of the sensor system and describes its architecture and the materials used.
Chapter 3 evaluates different methods to measure the capacitance of the sensor elements.

Chapter 4 focuses on the modeling of the hysteresis caused by the compressible spacer in the sensor to get an accurate pressure value out of the measured capacitance.

Chapter 5 describes the drift behavior of the sensor and how it can be modeled.

Chapter 6 shows the usability of the sensor by investigating the effects of measurement errors such as hysteresis, drift, noise and failure of certain elements in the classification of sitting postures by pressure patterns.

Chapter 7 concludes the work by showing some alternative possibilities and future trends which might drive the integration even further and closer to a future commercial product.
Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter describes the architecture and different designs of the capacitive textile pressure sensor and its materials. Further, specifications and requirements are provided.
2.1. Specification and requirements of the pressure sensor

The task of the pressure sensor is to measure pressure at certain points on the human body over a longer period of time (hours to days). Such a sensor should be unobtrusive and comfortable for the wearer, that means lightweight, soft and flexible. To measure the pressure accurately, it is recommended to place the sensor with direct contact to the skin without any other material (e.g. clothing) in-between to prevent the pressure can be smeared. Unobtrusiveness doesn’t only mean that it is not noticeable, but also simple and fast to attach. The sensor should also be insensitive to wrong placing or else wrong placing shouldn’t be possible. This can be solved by integrating the sensor into daily clothing. Such integration demands the sensor to survive the washing machine so that it doesn’t cause hygienic problems.

A textile solution can fulfill these criteria. Integration into clothing can be more easily compared to mounting bulky or stiff sensors. Parts of the clothing can be used for the sensor, e.g. as carrier for the electrodes. Attaching the sensor onto the textile is possible with textile manufacturing techniques. Robustness is another criteria. The sensor should work after days of wearing and washing multiple times. Textiles normally fulfill this criteria, they are designed for this purpose. On the other hand, conductive textiles can loose their conductivity due to abrasive processes or breaks can occur. The resistance between the connection to the electronics and the electrodes should not exceed 5 kΩ due to the used measurement principle. The change in resistance during the lifetime of the sensor must be low enough so that the 5 kΩ are not exceeded. The conductive material should not lead to shortcuts between parts with different potential. The material or the design of the sensor has to be chosen with respect to this criteria. Furthermore sensor materials shouldn’t affect irritations of the skin; e.g. nickel, cobalt or gold can elicit hypersensitivity. Such materials must be avoided.

Pressure range, resolution and size are defined by the application for which the sensor is designed. The sensor presented in this thesis is designed for measuring pressure on the human body. The addressed applications are pressure measuring by sitting in a chair, supervising pressure in compression stockings and muscle activity measurements for arm and leg movement analysis [75]. Pressure induced by sitting has been measured as up to 3 N/cm² in the region of the pelvic bone. For muscle activity it varies from 0 to around 1 N/cm² and up to
0.7 $N/cm^2$ for compression stockings in the highest class IV [5]. The sensor should be sensitive in a range of 0 to 5 $N/cm^2$. To address also other fields of application, the sensor should be easily adaptable for the desired pressure range. The relative error $e_r$ (Appendix A) of commercial solutions for pressure measuring in chairs is around 5-10% (Table 1.1). The textile sensor should also reach this range. The size of the sensor elements depends on the needed geometrical resolution. This is defined by the smallest objects that have to be resolved. The smallest objects are in the size of about 2 cm (e.g. pelvic bone), therefore the spacial resolution of the sensor also should be in this range. Smaller sizes of the sensor elements would increase the amount of sensor elements for covering a given area. This would lead to more complex electronics or to longer measurement time for the whole sensor array when sequential measurement is performed.

2.2. Sensing principle

Several technologies, summarized in [12], have been developed to manufacture plain pressure sensors.

The principle of change in piezoelectric resonance frequency with the applied pressure has been described in [56].

Pressure sensors based on resistive sensors use compressive materials that change their electrical resistance according to the pressure induced. This principle is widely used since measurement is faster than with capacitive sensors and also less susceptible to interference. Force sensitive foil sensors have been used to measure muscle activity [11, 62]. These foil sensors have a certain stiffness and do not breathe and could therefore affect the comfort of the wearer negatively. Pressure sensors with resistance changing foams have been used for coarse sensing of upper arm positions [28]. Four different arm positions with four sensors have been distinguished in [28]. To achieve high accuracy, special care has to be taken when manufacturing the resistance changing materials. Random spatial arrangements of conductive particles in such materials reduce the accuracy [116].

Special care has to be taken to measure the resistance accurately in resistive sensor systems. Resistance of the wires connecting the sensor elements can affect the measurement, mainly when their resistance is not constant. Using the four-wire-method [6] the resistance of the wires is eliminated from the measurement but doubles the amount of wires. The commercially available pressure maps from *Tekscan* use a
resistance changing ink technology. The discrete sensor elements are placed on a carrier foil to form an array. A relative error $e_r$ below 10% is reached with this technology.

Capacitive sensors work on the principle of a variable plate capacitor that changes its capacitance according to the distance of the plates. This distance is dependent on the pressure induced by putting a reversible compressible material in-between. Measurement of capacitance down to aF range is possible with methods known today [110]. Parasitic capacitances can have an impact on the measurement. They can be minimized by an optimal placing and shielding of the electrodes and wires. Measuring methods exist that are insensitive to parasitic capacitances (see later in chapter 3). Shielding is also needed to reduce external effects, such as changing dielectrica on the outside and coupling (e.g. by parts of the body) or to reduce interference with electromagnetic fields (the latter one has also to be investigated for all other types of sensors).

Due to the design possibilities with textile components, due to the available material and good achievable accuracy, a capacitive sensor type has been used in this work.

### 2.3. Design and architecture

#### 2.3.1. System overview

The pressure measurement system consists of two separate parts (fig 2.1): The textile sensor (array) and the measurement electronics. The sensor can contain one or more sensing elements. Electrical signals were routed by textile wires on the sensor textile to its border where the measurement electronics are connected. In the prototypes, the data is transferred to a PC, but local storage of the measured data in the electronics could be possible.

In the following section, the basic architecture of the sensor array, the connections and the components such as yarn and spacer and the electronics are discussed.

#### 2.3.2. Architecture of the textile sensor

The textile sensor consists of a basic three-layer structure, forming a variable capacitor. The capacitance $C$ of a parallel-plate capacitor of area $A$ is inverse proportional to the distance $d$ between the plates (electrodes) at a given permittivity $\epsilon$ of the material between the plates.
2.3. Design and architecture

Figure 2.1. Overview of the sensor system.

\[ C = \epsilon \frac{A}{d} \]  

The plates of the designed capacitive sensor are made of conductive textiles. Between these plates, a compressible spacer is arranged that varies its thickness dependent on the pressure induced.

Two main architectures of sensor arrays have been tested: Capacitors formed at the cross-over points of perpendicular stripes and arrays of single electrodes.

2.3.2.1. Stripe electrodes

Stripes of conductive textile that run in parallel across a compressible spacer with perpendicular direction on opposite sides of the spacer form the capacitors at their cross-over points (fig. 2.2). The conductive stripes are woven with conductive yarn in weft direction. The stripes with a width of 2 cm are separated 2 mm by non conductive yarn to ensure proper isolation between neighboring stripes. Pure copper and silver coated copper wires of 40 µm thickness have been used as conductive filament. The filaments have a resistance of 12 Ω/m, resulting in a resistance of one stripe below 1 Ω/m, that fits the specification. The conductive filaments showed themselves to be durable. Since they are fully metal, abrasion doesn’t affect the resistance. No breaks and no protrusions have been seen by visual inspection during handling for the studies. No shortcuts between the stripes or reduction of conductivity occurred. Break in a single wire can be bypassed by contacting neighboring wires since non insulated fibres are used.
Figure 2.2. Perpendicular stripes of conductive textiles (1) on opposite sides of a compressible spacer (2) form the capacitors at their crossover points. The stripes are separated by non conductive yarn (3)

The stripes not only serve as electrodes but also for signal routing. At the border of the sensor textile, they are connected to cables that are driven to the electronics. The connections to the stripes on both sides of the spacer are switched independently. The amount of connections $n_c$ to the electronics needed is the sum of the number of stripes $n_{s1} + n_{s2}$ on both sides. The number of electrodes $n_e$ formed in the crossover points is the number of stripes of one side $n_{s1}$ multiplied with the number on the other side $n_{s2}$.

$$n_e = n_{s1}n_{s2}$$

(2.2)

Therefore the number of electrodes is larger than the number of connections ($n_e > n_c$) for $n_e > 4$ and $n_{s1}, n_{s2} > 1$. This is a benefit particularly for sensor arrays with a large amount of sensors (> 100) since the number of connections can be kept low. There is a restriction in parallelization of the readout. Parallel measurement within one row or column is possible, but not within separate rows and columns, since multiple crossover points would occur.

The stripe version is limited to rectangular electrodes and uniform sizes when it is fabricated using standard woven techniques. With other manufacturing techniques (embroidering, printing) other forms are possible. The sensing area is not entirely limited to the crossover points, since an electrical field occurs also between the stripes outside this section. This field can falsify the measurement since pressing the neighboring elements changes this field and therefore the capacitance of the
element. This change of capacitance has been measured in the range of 3% when one neighboring electrode is compressed to 50% of unloaded thickness.

2.3.2.2. Array of single electrodes

In the second architecture tested, single electrodes are arranged on one side of the spacer as an array, while the other side consists of one common electrode (fig. 2.3), forming the capacitors between each electrode and the common electrode. Additional layers of conductive textile are arranged covering both sides of the array for shielding purposes.

Electrodes

Prototypes with different numbers of electrodes have been built.

- One prototype is a sensor with one single element (fig. 2.4). Its two electrodes forming one capacitor consist of a woven textile that is coated with silver. The electrodes are sewn on a non conductive textile and arranged on both sides of the spacer.

- An array of separately connected single electrodes forms a sensor that is designed for measuring pressure distribution. Its electrodes on one side of the spacer are embroidered with conductive yarn. The single electrode on the other side consists of the silver coated fabric. Prototypes of 16 (fig. 2.3), 30 and 240 (fig. 2.5) electrodes have been tested.

The size of each electrode is 2 by 2 cm with a distance of 0.7 mm in-between. The grid distance of 2.7 mm is defined by the embroidering process: The needles of the embroidering machines are 2.7 mm in distance. For parallel and therefore fast embroidering, the embroidery pattern has to fit into this grid. The size of 2 cm for the electrodes fits within the specification stated in chapter 2.1.

Connections to the electrodes

Each electrode of the sensor has to be connected separately.

In the prototypes, lines of conductive yarn are embroidered onto the carrying textile to its border where the electronics is connected. For small arrays, less than 5 rows, these lines are routed between the electrodes. A minimal distance $d_l$ of 2 mm between lines and electrodes
Figure 2.3. An array of electrodes of conductive yarn on one side and a common electrode on the other side of the spacer form the capacitors for pressure sensing (top: Scheme, bottom: Textile prototype with 16 sensing elements, shielding layers removed)
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Figure 2.4. Textile sensor with one sensing element. L: Exterior view. R: Cross-section (1: Top electrode, 2: Spacer, 3: Bottom electrode, 4: Shielding layer)

is needed to prevent shortcuts and to keep the parasitic capacitance low. With a spacing $d_s$ of 7 mm, 2 lines can be routed between the electrodes. Generally, the number of lines $n_l$ that can be routed between two electrodes is calculated with

$$n_l = \frac{d_s}{d_l} \tag{2.3}$$

Additional textile layers are used for routing in arrays with more than 5 rows. These layers are separated by layers of non conductive textile to insulate the lines from the electrodes below. For the prototype with 240 elements, three connection layers are needed. In this prototype, the lines are narrowed to the border of the textile to provide a compact connection to the cable to the electronics. The area where the lines are narrowed is coated with silicone to prevent shortcuts. The connection layers are manufactured in three different lengths and for half the width of the array. Each connects 5x8 electrodes, mirrored in the middle of the array (fig. 2.5).

Conductive yarn

Different parts of the sensor that must be electrically connected are sewed together with conductive yarn. Connecting the measuring lines to the electrodes is achieved by sewing the lines over the electrodes. The resistance of these connections has to be below 5 kΩ minus the
Figure 2.5. Construction of textile sensor with 240 sensor elements. Due to the amount of sensors, three layers are needed for the embroidered connections to the electrodes.
resistance of the lines themselves to achieve the specification. The yarn has to be uncoated at the points of connection and must have a sufficient connecting surface, e.g. the conductive part of the yarn has to be at the outside and not enclosed by the carrier.

Silver coated multi filament polyester yarns and yarns with 2-3 metal fibres that are twinned around a supporting polyester yarn have been investigated for embroidering (fig. 2.6).

The yarn used is a multi filament yarn coated with silver. It is available from Statex, type Shieldex 235/34d tex 2ply HC. With a resistance of 120 Ω/m they fulfil both the criteria of low resistance. The resistance increases only a few percent after washing ten times. The filaments of this yarn are twined together causing a compact yarn. Nevertheless protrusions on the filaments and conductive lint by broken filaments can’t be prevented. A single lint of several micrometer thickness can lead to a resistance between two adjacent lines of some hundred Ohm, that already causes a connection between these lines. The number of shortcuts can be reduced through additional silicone coating at vulnerable regions.

The use of insulated yarn could solve the problem with shortcuts. But electrical connection is needed between the yarns within the embroidered electrodes, within the connection lines, so that breaks in the yarn can be bypassed, and between electrodes and corresponding lines. Partial removal of the insulation has been tried but proved itself as not feasible within reasonable effort. Therefore insulated yarn is no option up to now.

Another yarn tested is manufactured by Philips. It is the same type of yarn as that from Statex, but its filaments are not twined. This results in a less compact yarn with several times more shortcuts.

Two yarns consisting of metal filaments twined around a polyester carrier have also been tested. One has three fibres twined continuously around the supporting yarn in opposite direction and the other consists of two fibres connected together with tangled knots every 1-2 cm. Contacts between the conductive filaments provide an electrical connection between them so that breaks in one filament can be bypassed by another. Both yarns have a low resistance of 7-8 Ω/m. Unfortunately protruding metal fibres formed loops that caused knots and breaks during embroidering what prevents them from further use.
Figure 2.6. The yarns tested for the conductive parts of the textile pressure sensor are polyester yarns with twined metal fibres (l) and silver coated multi filament yarn (r).

2.3.3. Spacer

The spacer between the electrodes defines the pressure range and the resolution of the sensor. The change in thickness at a given pressure is higher in a soft foam than in a more rigid foam. Therefore with a soft foam, small amount of pressure can be measured with higher absolute resolution.

Two different foams and a textile spacer fabric in different thickness have been tested as spacer. The same spacers have been used for both architectures introduced in chapter 2.3.2.

The textile spacer, manufactured by Müller Textil, Germany, is a 3D knit fabric that consists of polyester pile yarns that connect both sides of the spacer, forming a kind of spring (fig. 2.7). We used the product with a thickness of 3 mm and a compressibility of 50% at 1.8 N/cm² and one with 6 mm thickness and compressibility of 50% at 2.3 N/cm². A compression-pressure diagram can be seen in fig. 4.1.

The foams used are soft open cell foams. One is a PU foam with a compressibility of 50% at 2.0 N/cm² at two different thicknesses of 7 mm and 13 mm and the second one 1.7 N/cm² at 50% with 9 mm thickness. The 9 mm foam doesn’t recover enough to the initial thickness. After being compressed the thickness is reduced to 8.2-8.4 mm and recovers only after hours to more than 8.9 mm.

The tested spacers are usable to measure pressure in a range of 0 to 10 N/cm². For higher pressure the variation in thickness decreases
since the spacer is compressed to around 70% and further compression needs higher force changes (fig. 4.1). This increases the error above 10%. Therefore other foams would be needed to measure higher forces.

![Figure 2.7. Textile Spacer with 6mm thickness and compressibility of 50% at 2.3 N/cm²](image)

### 2.4. Conclusion

A design for the textile, capacitive sensor has been found with respect to the requirements for wearability, robustness and sensitivity (section 2.1). Components for such a sensor are available and need no further development. With the chosen design and material the goal of a sensor design employing only textiles can be reached. For smaller sensor arrays (< 100 sensors) the single sensor architecture promises better flexibility in sensor arrangement and higher accuracy compared to the design with perpendicular stripes. This architecture is used for designing the prototypes and further measurements.
In this chapter we will examine capacitance measurement methods that are suitable for measuring the capacitance of the textile sensor elements. These methods must be insensitive to parasitic capacitances that are 20 to 50 times higher than the sensor capacitance. A solution has been found to shield the sensors from electromagnetic interference from the outside and neighbor sensors.
3.1. Requirements

The capacitance of one sensor element has been measured as 2.5 to 8 pF depending on the spacer and pressure for the different prototypes. A wider range of the measurement electronics enhances flexibility in size of the electrodes and selection of spacer. The goal is to keep the relative error $e_r$ of the whole sensor system below 10% (chapter 2.1). The accuracy that has to be reached with the capacitance measurement is set to 1% since other components of the system also induce additional error.

The sensor elements of the sensor array are multiplexed to measure their capacitance (fig. 2.1), so that only one measuring device is necessary. Therefore the measurement technique must be able to measure discontinuously. When parallelization is performed (e.g. to increase the sampling rate), there must be no interference between the different active electrodes and their connections.

For motion detection by measuring muscle activity, sampling rates of at least 10 Hz per sensor element are needed, while update rates of several seconds are enough for sitting applications. 1 to 4 sensors are needed for the muscle application, which leads to a minimal sampling rate of 40 Hz for the system. The number of sensor elements in the cushion sensor for sitting do not exceed 100. A sampling rate of 50 Hz would result in an update rate of two seconds for the whole sensor array, which fits the specification.

No change of capacitance should be measured at the active electrode when pressure changes at adjacent sensor elements. Shielding is needed but that increases the parasitic capacitance between the electrodes, the connections and in the electronics. An appropriate measurement method has to be found so that the parasitic capacitance doesn’t increase the error of the capacitance measurement above the desired 1%.

3.2. Methods for capacitance measuring

The capacitance of a capacitor can be measured in different ways. The capacitor can be used as a part of an oscillator and its frequency can be measured. Impedance measurements are another possibility. Charging or discharging a capacitor can also be a measure for its capacitance. The time or current for charging the capacitor or the load on the capacitor can be evaluated. Furthermore there exist some more complex methods
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3.2.1. Oscillation method

3.2.1.1. Oscillator

The frequency of an RC or LC oscillator depends on the capacitance $C_x$.

Several implementations of an oscillator are possible. Basic implementation of a RC-oscillator consists of an amplifier ($A(s)$) and a passive RC block ($\beta(s)$) [36, 117] connected in a loop (fig. 3.1). An extension of this model is described in [44, 101]. In most cases OpAmps are used as the amplifier. The amplifier compensates the energy dissipation of the RC/LC block. LC oscillators are similar to RC, but have better phase noise performance [90]. The lowest achievable phase noise $PN_{\min}$ of RC relaxation oscillators is [79]

$$PN_{\min} \approx \frac{5.9f_0kT}{CV_{src}^2(\Delta f)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$f_0$ represents the nominal oscillation frequency, $\Delta f$ the offset frequency of the circuit, $T$ the temperature, $k$ the Boltzmann constant and $V_{src}$ the supply voltage.

![Figure 3.1. Basic oscillator structure.](image)

The frequency of the oscillator is dependent on the implemented circuit, but in all cases it is inverse to the capacitance. For an RC oscillator with given resistance R and capacitance $C_x$, the angular frequency of oscillation $\omega_0$ is

$$\omega_0 = \frac{K}{R(C_x + C_p)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)
where \( K \) is a constant and \( C_p \) represents the parasitic capacitance of the system. This parasitic capacitance is also responsible for the baseline drift of the circuit.

The oscillation frequency is measured by a frequency-voltage transducer or a digital counter.

An oscillator is simple to build since it uses only few parts, but it is sensitive to parasitic capacitances. The parallel conductance \( G_x \) of the unknown capacitance \( C_x \) and the resistance of the wires have an influence on the oscillating frequency. Coupling between the wires at high frequencies can falsify the measurement. Capacitance measurements can be performed in a frequency range of several hundred kHz to a few hundred MHz [43]. The resolution of measurement systems based on RC oscillators is less than 0.01 pF since the frequency is not stable enough; they are not immune to stray capacitances and the frequency is influenced by the shunting conductance of \( C_x \) [45].

### 3.2.1.2. Resonance method

The resonance method is shown in [29] and [110]. An RC or RLC circuit is tuned to resonance and the resonance frequency \( \omega_r \) is measured. This frequency depends on the capacitance, \( C_x = f(\omega_r) \).

An inductance \( L \) is added in parallel to the unknown capacitance \( C_x \). The frequency of the source voltage \( V_{src} \) is tuned to the resonance frequency of the RLC oscillator. If the circuit is in resonance, the unknown capacitance \( C_x \) can be calculated from

\[
C_x = \frac{1}{(\omega_r)^2 L} \tag{3.3}
\]

The circuit is in resonance when the phase shift between \( V_{src} \) and from the current \( I_r \) in the LC circuit is zero [108]. The frequency of the source voltage \( V_{src} \) can be tuned by a feedback loop \( I_r \) to \( V_{src} \). PLLs are used for the feedback loop in [111] and [108]. An implementation of this circuit to measure capacitance changes in fF range with an accuracy of 50 fF can be found in [111].

This circuit can be also implemented with a resistance instead of an inductance (RC resonator).

If the RLC resonator is connected as shown in fig. 3.2, so that one electrode of the capacitance is grounded, the circuit is sensitive to the parasitic capacitance \( C_p \):
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![Resonance Method Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.2.** Resonance Method.

\[
C_x + C_{p1} = \frac{1}{(\omega_r)^2 L} \tag{3.4}
\]

The parasitic capacitance \(C_{p2}\) doesn’t influence the resonance frequency and can be neglected.

Another approach is to connect the impedance in series to the unknown capacitance to build a series RLC circuit. A series resonator using a PLL is shown in [39]. However, the circuit in [39] is based on the assumption, that the capacitance is slowly varying over time, and that can’t be guaranteed as a sensor. This resonance circuit can be used with relatively small parallel resistances that means dielectrics with high loss factors. With the double-resonance method developed by [46] dielectrics with a loss resistance of 30 Ω can be used.

### 3.2.1.3. Impedance measurement

An AC Voltage \(V_{src}(j\omega)\) with a given frequency \(f_{src}\) is connected to the unknown capacitance \(C_x\). The impedance \(Z_x\) of the capacitance \(C_x\) is measured by measuring the current \(I_c\) through the capacitance. A possible implementation of this method uses a series resistor \(R_s\) connected to the capacitance. The voltage \(V_R(j\omega)\) over this resistor is proportional to the current \(I_c\), so \(Z_x\) may be calculated as

\[
Z_x = \frac{1}{j\omega C_x} = \left(\frac{V_R(j\omega)}{R_s(V_{src}(j\omega) - V_R(j\omega))} - \frac{1}{R_x}\right)^{-1} \tag{3.5}
\]
If the ohmic resistance $R_x$ of the capacitance $C_x$ is high enough ($R_x \gg R_s (V_{src}(j\omega) - V_R(j\omega))/V_R(j\omega)$), $R_x$ can be neglected and eq. 3.6 simplified to:

$$Z_x = \frac{1}{j\omega C_x} = \frac{R_s (V_{src}(j\omega) - V_R(j\omega))}{V_R(j\omega)}$$

(3.6)

Another implementation that measures the admittance by using an OpAmp is explained in [29] and shown in fig. 3.3.

![Circuit Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Circuit to measure admittance of the unknown capacitance $C_x$

The output voltage of this circuit is

$$V_0(j\omega) = -(j\omega C_x + 1/R_x) R_f V_{src}(j\omega)$$

(3.7)

This implementation is insensitive to the parasitic capacitances $C_{p1}$ and $C_{p2}$.

The influence of the admittance $R_x$ on the output voltage is reduced at higher frequency as can be seen in eq. 3.7. The authors in [95] used this method in a textile pressure sensor; the influence of switching the capacitances in a sensor array is further explained there. They measured capacitances down to 100 fF.
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3.2.1.4. Capacitive bridge

The capacitive bridge is a method for accurate measurement of small capacitances, based on the Wheatstone bridge. It’s a special implementation of the impedance measurement method.

The unknown capacitance $C_x$ is compared with known, accurate capacitance $C_{ref}$ and impedances $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ forming a voltage divider as shown in fig. 3.4.

![Capacitive bridge diagram](image)

**Figure 3.4.** Capacitive bridge

The bridge is in balance, if $I_m$ is 0, that means $Z_1/Z_2 = C_{ref}/C_x$. To reach this point, either $C_{ref}$, the ratio $Z_1/Z_2$ or both can be tuned. Another possibility to quantify $C_x$ is to measure the current $I_m$

$$I_m(j\omega) = j\omega V_{src}(j\omega)(C_x - C_{ref})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

in the bridge with a fixed reference capacitance $C_{ref}$. $V_{src}$ and $\omega$ need to be of a known value.

This method has been implemented in [119] with a resolution of 2.5 fF and noise level of 0.6 pF.

Another variant is to measure the imbalance of the bridge with a voltage meter [45].

3.2.2. Time measurement

3.2.2.1. Time constant measurement

The capacitor is loaded over a resistor with resistance $R_L$ by a voltage source with voltage $V_{src}$ (fig. 3.5). At time $\tau$ the capacitor is loaded to
63.2% and the capacitance $C - x$ is

$$C_x = \frac{\tau}{R_L} \quad (3.9)$$

The time $\tau$ to load the capacitor limits the maximum sampling rate of measuring the capacitance values since the measurement time for one sample is at least $\tau$.

Figure 3.5. Time constant measurement. L.: circuit, r: Voltage $V_l$ over the capacitor while loading with constant current

Another possibility is to load the capacitor during a defined time and to measure the voltage over the capacitor at the end of the loading cycle. This method is easier to implement than the one mentioned above since only a voltage measurement has to be performed. It is similar to the charge-discharge method mentioned in the next section.

3.2.3. Charge measurement

3.2.3.1. Charge-discharge method

The capacitor $C_x$ is charged to the voltage $V_{src}$ and then discharged to a charge amplifier (fig. 3.6) to measure the charge loaded on the capacitor. The average discharging current is

$$I_x = V_{src}fC_x \quad (3.10)$$

while $f$ is the frequency of switching between charging and discharging.

Several design possibilities exist for the charge amplifier, with OpAmps (fig. 3.6) or integrated over a RC low pass filter. Some implementations are shown in [29].
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The current into the load detector is transformed with a capacitance \( C_i \) in a voltage. \( C_i \) is significantly bigger than \( C_x \). The output of the detector is a voltage \( V_0 \) proportional to the charge. \( V_0 \) depends on the capacitance \( C_x \) as follows:

\[
V_0 = V_{src} \frac{C_x + C_{p1}}{C_i} \tag{3.11}
\]

The noise is reduced if \( n \) charge/discharge cycles are applied without discharging \( C_i \). Then the capacitance is calculated as

\[
C_x = C_i \frac{V_i}{V_{src}} \frac{1}{n} - C_{p1} \tag{3.12}
\]

The method is not stray-immune.

An implementation is shown in [2] for a capacitance range of 2.2 pF to 2.2 mF. The output voltage \( V_i \) is proportional to \( C_x \). The measurement time is longer than with the time constant measurement method, since the capacitor has to be fully loaded.

Further details are given in [29, 45, 80]. This method has been patented by Endress and Hauser Ltd [30].

**Figure 3.6.** Principle of the charge-discharge method
3.2.3.2. Constant charge operation

The constant charge method measures capacitance changes by holding the charge constant on a capacitor when its plates are moving. Two implementations are possible: Charge or voltage driving [77].

**Voltage driving**

A voltage source $V_{src}$ is connected via a resistor $R_{bias}$ to the capacitor $C_x$. By moving the capacitor plates sufficiently fast, the charge on the capacitor keeps constant and an ac voltage occurs between the plates, depending of the space $x$ between the plates (fig. 3.7).

\[ V_o = \frac{Q_0}{C_0 x_0} \frac{\epsilon A}{C_x} \]  

(3.13)

where $Q_o$ represents the charge and $C_0$ the capacitance at a given plate distance $x_0$.

These methods are commonly used in microphones, rather than in pressure sensors due to the need for high stimulating frequency. Con-
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Figure 3.8. Block diagram of the constant charge operation method

stant measurement is needed, since only capacitance changes are measured. Therefore it is not applicable for sequential measurement of a capacitor array or for constant capacitances.

Further details about this method can be found in [78].

3.2.3.3. Smart charge redistribution

This method is an improved version of the charge-discharge method presented by Kung [57]. An implementation is shown in [110] and at fig. 3.9.

The unknown capacitance $C_x$ is measured by comparing the charging voltage with the voltage over a reference capacitance $C_{ref}$. Charging of the two capacitances is controlled by a microcontroller. In Kung’s solution [57] $C_x$ and $C_{ref}$ are switched simultaneously and loaded from ground to a voltage $V_{ref}$ while switch $S_1$ is closed. Then $S_1$ is opened, $C_x$ grounded and $V_{ref}$ applied to $C_{ref}$. The voltage $V_{DAC}$ of the DAC is set to

$$V_{DAC} = V_{ref} \frac{C_x - C_{ref}}{C_f}$$

(3.14)

to set the input voltage of the amplifier to 0. This voltage is proportional to the difference between the capacitances $C_x$ and $C_{ref}$. 
Toth [110] altered this solution by measuring $C_{ref}$ and $C_x$ separately so as to measure $V_{ref}$ and also $C_f$.

With a 12 bit D/A converter, 24aF resolution can be achieved in a measurement range of 0 to 100 fF. The measurement time expected by [110] is less than 1 ms, based on the conversion time of 20 µs by Kung [57]. The comparator’s gain must be high enough to be insensitive to parasitic capacitances, e.g. for a parasitic capacitance $C_{p1}$ of 100 pF larger than $4 \times 10^6$ [110].

### 3.2.3.4. Modified Martin oscillator

Martin [67] presented a switched capacitor oscillator that was modified by Van Drecht [24]. This modified version is called modified Martin oscillator (fig. 3.10). It’s a linear capacitance controlled oscillator. The modified Martin oscillator is similar to the charge-discharge method, but when the capacitor $C_x$ is charged, an opposite charge is simultaneously stored in the charge amplifier. The charge amplifier is built with the capacitance $C_1$ and the corresponding opamp. The amplifier is discharged by a resistor R. The second opamp acts as comparator to switch between charging and discharging the capacitance $C_x$. Imperfect shielding between the charge amplifier and the comparator results in
the existence of a capacitance $C_{offset}$.

The period $T$ of the modified Martin oscillator is [109]

$$T = 4R(C_x + C_{offset})$$

(3.15)

$C_{offset}$ can be measured by removing $C_x$.

The non-linearity has been found as 0.1% in a measurement range of 50 fF with a measurement time of 300 ms [109]. For a 2 pF range the error increases to 0.4%.

![Modified Martin oscillator](image)

**Figure 3.10.** Modified Martin oscillator

An improved version is shown at [109]. The resolution is 20 aF with an non-linearity of 100 ppm and a measurement time of 300 ms. Details concerning different error sources are given in [109].

### 3.2.3.5. Multiple-sensor modulator

The multiple-sensor modulator is originally presented by Van der Goes [112]. A circuit for capacitance measuring can be seen in fig. 3.11.

Resistive and capacitive sensor elements can be measured by this circuit. Capacitance measurements [38] are performed with a charge amplifier whose output voltage is converted to a period, using the charge-discharge method. This signal is used to drive the capacitances, thus forming a capacitance controlled oscillator. A detailed description can be found in [38].

The multiple sensor modulator is implemented into a commercial IC, the Universal Transducer Interface by Smartec BV [8]. It can measure capacitances in three ranges from 0 to 2 pF, 0 to 12 pF or up to 300 pF with a measurement time of 5 ms and a resolution of 50 aF.
The parasitic capacitance at the input $C_{p1} + C_{p2}$ is allowed to be up to 300 pF. The non-linearity is less than 250 ppm and the offset less than 15 fF [110]. The 3-signal auto-calibration method [72, 113] is applied with a reference capacitor $C_{ref}$ to eliminate the effects of additive and multiplicative errors.

3.2.3.6. Capacitance to digital converter (sigma-delta converter)

Sigma-delta is a well proven technology that has been used for years in high-performance (>18 bits) ADCs. Two constant capacitors, $C_{in}$
and $C_{\text{ref}}$ are periodically switched to the voltage $V_{\text{in}}$ that has to be converted, and the reference voltage $V_{\text{ref}}$. They charge an integrator consisting of $C_{\text{int}}$. A comparator using the output of the integrator as input produces the output signal of the sigma-delta converter. Positive value of the integrator leads to output 1, negative value to 0.

This technology can be used for capacitance sensing when the input voltages are fixed instead of the capacitors. One capacitor is replaced by the sensing capacitor and the defined voltage over this capacitor can be understood as an excitation voltage. A block diagram can be seen in fig. 3.12.

The output data of the converter represents the ratio between the sensor capacitance $C_x$ and $C_{\text{ref}}$.

This technology has been implemented in the commercially available ADC from Analog Devices, the AD7745. The AD7745 is a 24-bit sigma delta converter with a measurement range of 8 pF, accuracy of 4 fF and a linearity of 100 ppm at a sampling rate of up to 90 Hz [1]. The device is tolerant to parasitic capacitance to ground up to 60 pF without affecting the measurement. For larger parasitic capacitances the accuracy is decreasing. For parasitic capacitance $C_{p1}$ of 200 pF, the error amounts to 0.5 fF and for $C_{p2} = 200$ pF the error is 5 fF for an operating voltage of 3 V.
3.2.4. Current measurement

3.2.4.1. Constant current operation

The current \( I_c \) to load a capacitor is proportional to the derivation of the voltage \( V \) over the capacitor:

\[
I_c(t) = C \frac{dV}{dt}
\]  

(3.16)

If \( dV/dt \) is piecewise constant, e.g. by using a triangular voltage, \( I_c \) is also piecewise constant and the absolute value is proportional to \( C \).

A circuit has been implemented in [80] with a resolution of 10 fF.

3.3. Parasitic capacitance

Parasitic capacitances can reduce the measurement quality. In the textile sensor, parasitic capacitances occur in several areas:

- between adjacent electrodes and wires
- between the wires and the common electrode
- in the measurement electronics

The influence of parasitic capacitance can be reduced by using shield electrodes. In the textile sensor, the capacitance of only one sensor element is measured at a time. The other electrodes are used as guard by connecting them together to the guard potential. Since the wires to the electrodes are all in parallel, the active wire is sufficiently shielded by its neighbors. An additional guard electrode is arranged at the outside around the whole sensor array to reduce influences from the outside (fig. 3.13).

The parasitic capacitances from the sensor to the shield are represented by \( C_{p1} \) and \( C_{p2} \) (fig. 3.14). The shield is usually connected to ground. \( C_{p1} \) is the parallel connection of the parasitic capacitances between the active electrode and the neighbor electrodes with their connections and between the active electrode and the shield. \( C_{p2} \) represents the parasitic capacitance between the common electrode and its connection to the shield and between the non active electrodes and their connections.

Capacitances between the shield and the active electrode have been measured as 100-150 pF in the cushion version of the sensor (sensor
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Figure 3.13. Shielding the textile sensor with guard electrodes

Figure 3.14. Parasitic capacitances of the sensor system.

with 240 elements), depending on the selected electrode. This is significantly higher than the capacitance of a sensor element of about 2.5 - 8 pF. Therefore, a measuring method is needed that is insensitive to parasitic capacitances. Two methods are commonly used, the two-port measurement and the one-port with active shield.

3.3.1. Two-port method

How to deal with the parasitic capacitance with the two-port method is presented in [110]. The influence of $C_{p1}$ and $C_{p2}$ can be reduced by short-circuiting them. This can be achieved by driving the potential of $C_{p1}$ by a voltage source $V_{src}$ with low impedance $R_{src}$ (fig. 3.15). The
impedance has to be low so that charging $C_x$ is not affected by $C_{p1}$. The relative error $e_r$ of the voltage on $C_{p1}$ after a certain time $t$ is [110]

$$e_r = e^{-t/\tau}$$

with the time constant $\tau$

$$\tau = R_{src}C_{p1}$$

$C_{p2}$ is connected to a charge or current amplifier. $V_{out}$ depends only on the input voltage and ratio between $C_x$ and $C_f$ if we assume the input resistance, bandwidth and gain of the opamp and the parallel resistances of the parasitic capacitances are infinite

$$V_{out} = -V_{src}\frac{C_x}{C_f}$$

In this case the voltage over $C_{p2}$ is zero. For a real opamp with limited bandwidth $f_T$ the error is calculated with eq. 3.17 and time-constant [110]

$$\tau = \frac{C_f}{2\pi C_{p2}f_T}$$

Limited gain $A$ of the opamp and input resistance $R_{in}$ lead to an additional error with time constant [110]

$$\tau = C_f R_{in} A$$

The two-port method is used for the smart charge redistribution (Chapter 3.2.3.3), impedance measurement (Chapter 3.2.1.3), modified Martin oscillator (Chapter 3.2.3.4), multiple sensor modulator (Chapter 3.2.3.5) and in the AD7745 (Chapter 3.2.3.6).

### 3.3.2. One-Port with active shield

If one electrode of the measurement capacitor is connected to ground, two-port measurement can’t be applied. For this purpose the one-port measurement with active shield is often used. The shield electrode is driven at the same voltage as the active electrode, reducing the potential between them to zero (fig. 3.16). This method does not eliminate the parasitic capacitance of the measuring circuit. It is also difficult to build a suitable precise voltage follower, specially at frequencies above 1 MHz [45]. In [85] an active shield method has been developed that
3.4. Permittivity of the spacer

The compressible spacer between the sensor electrodes has an impact on the capacitance measurement by its permittivity. The capacitance changes not only according to the distance of the electrodes by different measures capacitances to ground in a range of 27 pF to 330 pF with parasitic capacitances between shield and ground of 1000 pF with a relative error $e_r$ of less than 0.12%.

**Figure 3.15.** Circuit to reduce the parasitic capacitances to ground.

**Figure 3.16.** One-Port with active guard method
compression, but also by a variation of the permittivity of the spacer due to compression. Since a calibration is needed for calculating the pressure out of the capacitance value, variation of the permittivity due to compression is neglectable. In contrast, changes of permittivity over time, not induced by pressure changes, influences the measurement. Such alternations could occur due to aging and changes in the material of the spacer, humidity or temperature.

3.4.1. Compression dependence

The foams and textile spacer employed consist mainly of air in the uncompressed state; the volume-fraction of material is less than 5%. Therefore, their relative permittivity is comparable with air, e.g. for soft PU foam it is in the range of 1.0 to 1.1 [92]. If an open cell foam is completely compressed, that means all air is removed, the permittivity becomes the same as the material of which the spacer consists. In closed cell foams the air can’t be removed without irreversibly destroying the cell structure, but it is compressed to a minimal volume. Common foam materials such as polypropylene, polystyrene, polyethylene and polyurethane have permittivities of 2.1[3], 2.4-2.7, 2.25 [4] and 3.5 [104] respectively at room temperature and 1 kHz. Relative permittivity \( \epsilon_r \) (to vacuum) of the textile spacer of 6 mm thickness (Chapter 2.3.3) is 1.14 at 2.4 GHz [61]. This has been evaluated by the authors of [61] with S-parameter measurements of two microstrip transmission lines of different lengths as explained in [41]. When the spacer is compressed to 30% \( \epsilon_r \) increases to 1.6 (fig. 3.17).

3.4.2. Temperature dependence

Permittivity of the textile spacer and the used foams have been measured for temperatures between 10 and 30 °C. No significant change has been detected. It was below the accuracy of the measurement of 4 fF. For polyurethane based foams, changes are expected at temperatures above 100 °C [48]. Since our sensors aren’t used in this range, this effect can be ignored.

3.4.3. Humidity dependence

Relative permittivity \( \epsilon_r \) of dry air is about 1.0006 and that of water 80. For a relative humidity of about 60% at 20 °C, the water vapor in the air is about 10 g/m³ or 10 ppm. This results in a relative permittivity of
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Figure 3.17. Permittivity of the textile spacer depending of the compression.

humidity at 60% of about 1.0014. For the textile spacer the permittivity has been measured for a humid spacer (95% rel. humidity) and no difference has been recorded compared to the capacitance values at about 60% rel. humidity.

If there is condensing humidity and the spacer is wet, changes in permittivity become significant since the amount of water is higher than when no condensing occurs. A completely wet spacer increases the permittivity to that of water, meaning factor 80.

The relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r(wet)$ for a wet spacer with relative volumetric content $V_w$ of water is expected as

$$\varepsilon_r(wet) = \varepsilon_r(dry)(1 - V_w) + \varepsilon_r(water)V_w \quad (3.22)$$

If the spacer consists 0.2 % water, $\varepsilon_r(wet)$ is expected to be 1.16.

The measured change in capacitance between a dry and a wet sensor can be seen in fig. 3.18. The increase of the permittivity is not constant over the whole compression range since the amount of water also changes due to different fluctuations of air and water out of the
sensor. The amount of water in the sensor was 0.2% in wet state. The measured change in capacitance between wet and dry spacer is 1.19 at zero compression and 1.25 when the spacer is compressed to 30% thickness. After one hour of drying at normal room conditions, a reduction in the measured capacitance towards the dry condition can be recorded.

Figure 3.18. Capacitance of a wet sensor compared to dry condition and after one hour of drying.

3.5. Comparison and conclusion

Since the parasitic capacitance is up to a factor of 75 higher than the one of the sensor elements, a measurement method is needed that is insensitive to parasitic capacitance. Two-port measurement is possible with the textile sensor, since there is no need to connect one electrode to ground. Methods that use two-port measuring are: Smart charge redis-
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Impedance, charge-discharge method, impedance measurement, modified Martin oscillator, multiple sensor modulator and sigma-delta conversion implemented in the AD7745.

Impedance measurements and also the oscillation and resonance methods are sensitive to the resistance of the wires. Impedance measurement can be performed at different frequencies to calculate the ohmic resistance of the wires.

Constant charge operation needs uninterrupted measurement and change of the capacitance since it measures only capacitance changes. This is not the case for the textile sensor and therefore not usable.

Smart charge redistribution is the improved method of the charge-discharge method. With a relative error of less than 250 ppm and a measurement time of 1 ms it fits the requirements (chapter 3.1). The accuracy (250 ppm non-linearity, 15 fF offset) and sampling rate (5 ms) of the multiple sensor modulator is in a comparable range.

The sigma-delta conversion of the chip AD7745 from Analog Devices is a similar method to the smart charge redistribution. The parasitic capacitance of 100-150 pF in the textile sensor induce errors of less than 0.1% within the sensor range of 3-8 pF. A measurement time of 1.1 ms fits the requirements stated in section 3.1.

Methods that fulfill the requirements are the multiple sensor modulator, smart charge redistribution and sigma-delta converter. Since the sigma-delta converter chip offers parasitic compensation, high accuracy in the desired capacitance range, an acceptable sampling rate and is easy to use, it has been selected for the capacitance measuring of the prototypes of the textile pressure sensor.

Changes of the permittivity are not compensated since their influence on the measurement is low enough for induced temperature and humidity variations, and the pressure dependent part is eliminated by calibration. The sensor has to be protected from getting wet, e.g. by covering with Gore-Tex or comparable material.
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Hysteresis is a phenomena occurring in every material when it is bended or compressed. Since the pressure sensor uses compressible materials, hysteresis has to be taken into account. In this chapter we describe the hysteresis in the textile pressure sensor and how it can be modeled to obtain accurate pressure values out of the measured capacitance.
4.1. Hysteresis phenomena in the textile sensor

The compressible spacer between the electrodes provokes hysteresis in the displacement-pressure diagram. For the textile spacer of 6 mm thickness this is illustrated in fig. 4.1. The hysteresis leads to a maximal difference greater than 50% of pressure between the upper and lower branch of the hysteresis curve when a cycle is performed from zero to maximal pressure and backwards. If the pressure is calculated from the mean of the maximal and minimal reachable pressure values at a given strain, the resulting error is in the range of up to 20% to 30%.

**Figure 4.1.** Hysteresis in the compression-pressure diagram of the textile spacer with 6 mm thickness.

The hysteresis of different foams varies in distance and shape of their bounding curves and in pressure range as illustrated in fig. 4.2. The analyzed foams have similar characteristics to the textile spacer. The maximal difference of pressure between falling and rising pressure at given strain is in the range of 20% to 60% relative to the value of rising pressure.
Figure 4.2. The hysteretic behavior is dependent on the spacer material. Sown are hysteresis of a soft, closed cell foam with 13 mm thickness and large hysteresis (top) and another foam of 4 mm thickness with small hysteresis (bottom).
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The hysteresis curve is not constant over time like in a magnetic material. The distance of the upper and lower bounds of the hysteretic curve depend also on the time and pressure induced. A shift towards higher compression can be observed under load. This is because of drift and that will be discussed in chapter 5.

The speed of pressure change has a minor influence in the hysteresis. Hysteresis has been measured for the textile spacer of 6 mm thickness for different compression speed at 0.1, 1, 10 and 50 mm/min for a compression cycle from 0 to 10 \( N/cm^2 \) and back to 0. Differences of the pressure between the force in the range of 0 mm and 4 mm strain are below 2\%, while they increase up to 5-10\% for higher compression as can be seen in fig. 4.3. The tendency to lower pressure values for increasing speed for the 0.1, 1 and 10 mm/min curves above 4 mm strain is sample dependent as further measurements showed.

To obtain accurate pressure values from the sensor system two possibilities exist: A spacer that shows a small hysteresis can be used as spacer for the textile sensor or the hysteresis can be modeled with a mathematical model to calculate the accurate pressure. The first approach reduces the amount of usable spacers. All the investigated foams and textile spacer provoke an error by the hysteresis that is larger than the 10\% specified (Chapter 2.1). Rubber has a hysteresis of a few percent, which is sufficiently small. The disadvantage is that this material is too stiff and not applicable for the desired compression range. Furthermore it would affect the feel of the textile too much because it’s rather stiff and airtight which results in non breathable clothing.

Therefore a compensation of the hysteretic error by post processing of the measured data is preferred.

4.2. Causes for hysteresis

The simplest abstraction of a spacer is a spring in parallel with a friction. The friction is causing hysteresis due to energy dissipation in the material while compression is changing. Hysteresis has several reasons.

Friction occurs between the polyester hairs in the textile spacer or the cell walls in a foam and also in the inner molecular structure. The friction force \( F_{\text{friction}} \) that is directed in the opposite direction of the movement causes the hysteresis (fig 4.4). This effect is completely reversible, which means, that the shape of the hysteresis curve would keep constant over time. In open cell foams and the textile spacer,
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Figure 4.3. Hysteresis of the textile spacer at different speed of pressure change.

friction by dissipation of the gas between the structure increases this effect further.

The force caused by the spacer is also dependent on the pressure distribution over time on the material, due to temporary deformation processes in the molecular structure. Therefore, the hysteresis curve is shifted over time with higher pressure to higher compression since the material becomes thinner. If the pressure decreases, the material recovers and the hysteresis curve is shifted back, so this effect is reversible, too. A non-reversal effect is cracking that prevents the foam to re-expand to the original thickness. The displacement and cracking was analyzed for open cell nickel foams in [23]. These processes take action in the same manner in soft foams but cracking is less frequent under normal stress.

Another non-linearity is that at higher compression, the thickness of the spacer decreases much slower when pressure is increasing. The air gaps are closed at this time and the material is less compressible. In closed cell foams, the non-linear compression of the gas causes a
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**Figure 4.4.** Friction force $F_{\text{friction}}$ directed in opposite direction of the movement is added to the force from the Spacer without hysteresis $F_{\text{spacer}}$ resulting in different force $F_{\text{res}}$ for compressing and relaxing.

A smoother variation in compressibility.

The described hysteresis behavior has to be implemented in a mathematical model to calculate the appropriate pressure at a given distance between the electrodes.

4.3. **Mathematical models for hysteresis**

Models are available that describe foam behavior at micromechanical level [10, 105]. Such models are only valid for a particular foam type. Liquid foams have been modeled in [93, 103]. The Gibson model [37] has been used to describe stress-strain relationships in foams [13].

Several mathematical hysteresis models are known in literature. Krasnosel’skii and Pokrovskii [54] invented the hysterons, mainly used to describe magnetic phenomena. The Chua-Stromsmoe model [21] is also commonly used.

The Bouc-Wen Model, originally by Bouc [17] and modified by Wen [115] is known in material science to describe hysteretic behavior. It is able to describe classes of hysteretic curves from magnetic behavior to structures with inconstant stress-strain relationships or seismic excitations [91]. The model is described by [89]
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\[
\ddot{x}(t) = f(x, \dot{x}, z, u) \quad (4.1)
\]
\[
\ddot{x}(t_0) = x_{00}, \quad (4.2)
\]
\[
\dot{z} = A\dot{x} - \beta|\dot{x}|^n - \gamma|\dot{x}|z|^{n-1}z, \quad (4.3)
\]
\[
z(t_0) = z_0 \quad (4.4)
\]

with \(x(t)\) the position of an oscillator at time \(t\), that represents in the case of the pressure sensor the distance between the plates or capacitance. \(z\) is a restoring force on the oscillator and the output of the model. The parameters \(n, A, \beta\) and \(\gamma\) control the shape and scale of the hysteretic curve. Hysteretic behavior as well as pressure changes by constant compression can be modeled directly with this model. However, the shift of the hysteresis during longer pressure can't be modeled in this implementation and needs further modification. Moreover further investigations are needed to obtain all the parameters of the model out of a measurement curve.

The Preisach Model [84] is often used for magnetic materials, but it can be applied to mechanics of materials as well. The advantage of the Preisach Model is that only reference curves are needed to define the model parameters; it needs low computation costs so that the model can be implemented into a microcontroller. This model is further used to describe the hysteresis in our system.

All presented models have been applied successfully in general control algorithms for many classes of hysteretic behavior. Detailed descriptions of these models can be found in [89].

4.3.1. Preisach model

The Preisach model [84] is known in the area of magnetics [35, 118] to describe the hysteretic behavior of magnetic material. It has also been used for adsorption hysteresis [32]. Only static hysteresis can be modeled, that means the hysteresis curve keeps constant over time.

The Preisach Model is based on a superposition of an infinite amount of relay operators \(\gamma_{\alpha\beta}\). A relay operator is represented by a rectangular loop in the input-output diagram. Its value is either -1 or 1. \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are the switching numbers where the value of the operator changes by raising or falling input \(u(t)\), respectively, as illustrated in fig. 4.5.
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\[ \gamma_{\alpha \beta}(t) = \begin{cases} 
-1, & \text{if } (t) \leq \beta \\
\gamma_{\alpha \beta}(\max t_M), & \text{if } \beta < u(t) < \alpha \\
1, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \] (4.5)

with \( t_M := \tau \in [0, t] | (u(t) \geq \beta \cup u(t) \leq \alpha) \)

**Figure 4.5.** Elementary hysteresis operator \( \gamma_{\alpha \beta} \)

These operators are multiplied with the weight function \( \mu(\alpha, \beta) \). The output hysteresis is defined as

\[ h(t) = \int \int_{\alpha \geq \beta} \mu(\alpha, \beta) \gamma_{\alpha \beta} u(t) \, d\alpha d\beta \] (4.6)

with \( u(t) \) the input, the compression of the spacer in our sensor.

For hysteresis with closed major loops, the function \( \mu(\alpha, \beta) \) is restricted to a triangle \( \text{T} \) on the \( \alpha, \beta \) plane [71]. Outside this triangle \( \mu(\alpha, \beta) \) is equal to zero (fig. 4.6).

In a geometric interpretation the relay operators \( \gamma_{\alpha \beta} \) have a one-to-one correspondence between points \( (\alpha, \beta) \) in the half plane \( \alpha \geq \beta \). The triangle \( \text{T} \) is divided into two parts. One part \( S_+(t) \) consists of points \( (\alpha, \beta) \) where \( \gamma_{\alpha \beta} = 1 \), and the other part \( S_-(t) \) consisting of points for which \( \gamma_{\alpha \beta} = -1 \).

\[ S_+(t) = \{ (\beta, \alpha) \in T(\alpha_0, \beta_0) : \gamma_{\alpha \beta}(u(t)) = 1 \} \] (4.7)
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Figure 4.6. For closed loop hysteresis the function \( \mu(\alpha, \beta) \) is restricted to a triangle.

\[
S_-(t) = \{ (\beta, \alpha) \in T(\alpha_0, \beta_0) : \gamma_{\alpha\beta}(u(t)) = -1 \} \tag{4.8}
\]

The interface between \( S_+(t) \) and \( S_-(t) \) is a stair line with edge points where the input \( u(t) \) has local maxima \( M \) and minima \( m \).

As shown in fig. 4.6 \( S_+(t) \) can be split into \( n(t) \) trapezoids \( Q_k(t) \) with \( 1 \geq k \geq n(t) \) which edges are defined by the local maxima \( M_k \) and minima \( m_k \) and the input \( u(t) \). The model can now be formulated as

\[
h(t) = -\iint_{T(\alpha_0, \beta_0)} \mu(\alpha, \beta) d\alpha d\beta + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n(t)} \iint_{Q_k(t)} \mu(\alpha, \beta) d\alpha d\beta \tag{4.9}
\]

The integrals of \( Q_k(t) \) can be calculated the following way:

\[
\iint_{Q_k(t)} \mu(\alpha, \beta) d\alpha d\beta = \iint_{T(M_k, m_{k-1})} \mu(\alpha, \beta) d\alpha d\beta - \iint_{T(M_k, m_k)} \mu(\alpha, \beta) d\alpha d\beta \tag{4.10}
\]

The weight function \( \mu(\alpha, \beta) \) can be found from experimentally measured curves. For a point \((\alpha, \beta)\) in the Triangle \( T \), it can be calculated as [40]
\[ \mu(\alpha, \beta) = -\frac{1}{2} \delta^2 F(\alpha, \beta) \]  

(4.11)

with

\[ F(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{1}{2} (h_\alpha - h_{\alpha,\beta}) \]  

(4.12)

where \( h_\alpha \) represents the desired output \( h(t) \) when \( u(t) \) increases from negative saturation to \( u(t) = \alpha \). If \( u(t) \) decreases afterwards to value \( \beta \), the output is \( h_{\alpha,\beta} \).

### 4.4. Implementation of the Preisach model

#### 4.4.1. Numerical implementation of the Preisach model

In [51] an algorithm is presented for a numerical implementation of the Preisach model.

The model can be approximated by setting up a equidistant grid over \( T \) and discretize \( t \). For every grid point \((\alpha_i, \beta_j)\) the corresponding value can be calculated as

\[ F(\alpha_i, \beta_j) = \int_{T(\alpha_i, \beta_j)} \int \mu(\alpha, \beta) \, d\alpha \, d\beta \]  

(4.13)

\[ = \frac{1}{2} (h_{\alpha_i} - h_{\alpha_i,\beta_i}) \]  

(4.14)

\( h(t) \) can be rewritten as

\[ h(t) = - F(\alpha_0, \beta_0) + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n(t)-1} [F(M_k, m_{k-1}) - F(M_k, m_k)] \]

\[ + 2F(M_{n(t)}, m_{n(t)-1}) - F(M_{n(t)}, u(t)) \]  

(4.15)

for falling input, and

\[ h(t) = - F(\alpha_0, \beta_0) + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n(t)-1} (F[M_k, m_{k-1}] - F(M_k, m_k)] \]

\[ + 2F(u(t), m_{n(t)-1}) \]  

(4.16)

for raising input.
The values of $F(\alpha_i, \beta_j)$ can be calculated with eq. 4.12 by a reference measurement and stored in a matrix. The output at local extremum have to be stored. Points that are not identical to grid points are linearly interpolated.

Each local minimum $m_k$ of the input is removed from the history if it’s larger than the input $u(t)$ when the input is falling. When input rises, all local maxima $M_k$ which are smaller than the actual input were deleted.

It isn’t necessary to calculate the sums in (4.15) and (4.16) in each time step. For falling input, $h(t)$ can be rewritten as

$$h(t) = x(t) - 2F(M_n(t), u(t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)

with

$$x(t) = -F(\alpha_0, \beta_0) + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n(t)-1} (F(M_k, m_{k-1}) - F(M_k, m_k)) + 2F(M_n(t), m_{n(t)-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

$x(t)$ is constant until a local maximum $M$ or minimum $m$ of the input $u(t)$ is generated or deleted. Therefore $h(t)$ can be calculated from the previous values of $h(t)$ with the following case differentiation:

1. Extremum in input at previous time step $t-1$:

$$x(t) = h(t - 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)

2. Deletion of extremum at time $t$. $t_{M_i}$ and $t_{m_i}$ are the time of occurrence of the smallest maximum that is larger than the input and the largest minimum that is smaller than the input, respectively:

$$x(t) = h(t_{M_i}) : t_{M_i} < t$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

for falling input and

$$x(t) = h(t_{m_i}) : t_{m_i} < t$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

for raising input.

3. In all other cases:

$$x(t) = x(t - 1) : x(0) = -F(\alpha_0, \beta_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.22)
4.4.2. Declaration of parameter values

The values of the model parameters are defined with measuring pressure depending on the compression (strain) of the spacer. The model parameter $F(\alpha, \beta)$ is calculated according to eq. 4.12 by increasing the input (compression or alternatively capacitance) to the value $\alpha$. $h_{\alpha}$ is set to the pressure at this point. Then the input is decreased to the value $\beta$ and $h_{\alpha,\beta}$ set to the pressure at the new point. Curves starting from $h_{\alpha}$ down to 0 have to be measured for each $\alpha$ (fig. 4.7). The values $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are chosen so that the whole desired pressure range is covered.

To define the values of $h_{\alpha}$ for the textile spacer the pressure on the spacer has been increased from 0 $N/cm^2$ to 10 $N/cm^2$. To define $h_{\alpha,\beta}$, practice has shown that the model is accurate enough, if only three curves for three different $\alpha$ are measured and the remainder are interpolated. For the textile spacer, curves falling from 100%, 70% and 30% of maximal pressure have been recorded. These points have been chosen depending on the shape of the curve. In the region of 70% of maximal pressure the derivative of the pressure with respect to compression is changing as can be seen in fig. 4.7. The starting points of these curves have to be adopted according to the spacer used.

4.5. Results and conclusion

The model has been evaluated by modeling the hysteresis of the textile spacer with 6 mm thickness.

The pressure runs through a cycle from 0 $N/cm^2$ to 10 $N/cm^2$, 1.3 $N/cm^2$, 10 $N/cm^2$, 0 $N/cm^2$, 1.3 $N/cm^2$ and back to 0 $N/cm^2$ (fig. 4.8). This cycle has been repeated 50 times continuously with four different samples of the spacer. On the one hand the pressure has been measured by the test machine and on the other modeled with the Preisach model by using the strain as model input.

The modeled and measured pressure curve for one cycle can be seen in (fig. 4.8) and the corresponding error curve in fig. 4.9. By using the Preisach model, the maximal error induced by hysteresis of the textile spacer could be reduced from 50% below 10% between modeled and measured pressure curve in the range of 0.5 to 3.5 $N/cm^2$. For higher pressure the maximal error increases to 30%. The average error is around 5% up to 3.5 $N/cm^2$ and 8% for 3.5 $N/cm^2$ to 10 $N/cm^2$.

The same cyclic test has been performed on the the foams introduced in chapter 2.3.3. The average error is between 8% and 11% and
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Figure 4.7. Parameter definition of the model. $h_\alpha$ is defined by a rising bounding curve and $h_{\alpha,\beta}$ by falling curves.

the maximum between 11% and 15%.

If the pressure lasts longer and more cycles are performed, the accuracy decreases due to drift, and results in a shift of the hysteresis curve. Furthermore, the changes of pressure when the compression is held constant, lead to a higher error that is above 10%. The foam with the largest drift already produced an error up to 100% after a few dozen cycles. Therefore further modeling is needed to reduce drift errors. This will be discussed in the following chapter.

From these results we can state that the required accuracy of 5% in average (chapter 2.1) can be reached by modeling the hysteresis with the presented model for cyclic pressure change up to a duration of two hours. The model can also be used for other than the analyzed spacers, only the calibration curves have to be recorded. It is also possible to use it for other types of sensors where a force-strain behavior can be measured, e.g. for elongation sensors.
Figure 4.8. Pressure $p$ from the output of the model compared to the measured pressure dependent on the compression $d$.

Figure 4.9. Relative error of model output compared to the measured pressure dependent on the compression $d$ for three different cycles (same cycles as in fig 4.8).
Drift Compensation

Drift is an additional error source in sensors. In this chapter we describe the drift phenomena in the textile pressure sensor and show how it can be modeled.
5.1. Drift behavior of the textile pressure sensor

5.1.1. Characterization of drift

In the last chapter we introduced the simplified abstraction of a spacer by a spring $f$ and a pad $r$ causing friction in parallel. The spring factor of $f$ in a spacer is not only a function of the actual compression, but also of the pressure induced in the past. This degradation of $f$ causes drift. This can also be interpreted as another spring $f_s$ in series to $f$ and $r$ and a spring $f_p$ in series to a damper $d$ in parallel (fig. 5.1) [47].

Drift in a spacer occurs in two ways. On the one hand when the compression (thickness of the spacer) is held constant after an initial change of pressure on the spacer, the pressure changes further over time. On the other hand, when repetitive cycles of compressing and relaxing of the spacer are performed, the pressure is different between the cycles at the same points of compression and same sign of derivation of compression (fig. 5.5).

The structure of the spacer material is changing while load is applied. Microscopic and macroscopic effects are involved. Hysteresis and drift have similar causes that are the reason for both effects. The difference of the two phenomena is defined more by their effects, drift can occur by constant input while hysteresis only by variable input.

At the macroscopic side, structures in the spacer that are stuck together lose their contact and slip away, which results in lower counter-force. Such structures can be the polyester pile yarns in the textile spacer or the cells in a foam (chapter 2.3.3). In an open cell foam or...
in the textile spacer, exhaust of air from the structure results also in a short time drift. Depending on the resistance to exhausting the air, this effect can be seen during the range of milliseconds (textile spacer with its open structure) to seconds (little porous foam). Breaks of the structures in the spacer are another source of drift. Unlike the effects mentioned before, this one is not reversible and leads to permanent deformation.

Microscopic effects occur in the inner molecular structure of a spacer [83]. Connections between molecules are reordered to a lower potential energy.

When these effects occur instantly while the pressure is varying, they cause hysteresis; when they occur at random time after the igniting event, they cause drift.

5.1.2. Measurements

Drift for constant compression has been measured for the textile spacer (chapter 2.3.3) by measuring the step response.

Theoretically, raising the pressure during the step should be infinitely fast (definition of a step). With the test machine used the maximal speed that could be reasonably performed is 50 mm/min. One step takes between 2 and 5 seconds.

5.1.2.1. Drift during constant compression

The spacer has been compressed from zero pressure to a defined value and then the compression has been held constant for one hour and the pressure measured over time. Step sizes $s$ were: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 $N/cm^2$. As can be seen in fig. 5.2, the curves for each initial pressure are similar. That means, the change of pressure $\Delta p$ at a certain time $t$ after the step is approximately proportional to the step size $s$

$$\Delta p(t) \sim s$$

The difference $\Delta s$ between exact proportionality (eq. 5.1) and the measured pressure relative to $s$ at a certain time $t$ is below 4%.

The same drift behavior also has been observed for steps from a certain pressure $p_2$ up to 10 $N/cm^2$. The compression before starting the step has been held constant for one hour. For this test $\Delta s$ is increasing to 21%. For higher initial pressure and therefore lower step size, $\Delta p$ is higher than expected by proportionality. This can be explained because
the spacer is not yet in steady state after the first step from 0 to the initial pressure, before the second step after one hour is performed. If the time between the first step and second step is increased to five hours, $\Delta s$ is 12% and therefore proportionality is better. In fact, measuring the step from a certain pressure $p_1 > 0$ to $p_2$ at time $t$, the step is a superposition of a step 0 to $p_1$ at time 0 and $p_1$ to $p_2$ at time $t$.

The same behavior can be observed for falling pressure. Records of steps from 10 $N/cm^2$ to 0.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.2 $N/cm^2$ show also a similarity between the curves (fig. 5.3).

### 5.1.2.2. Drift during cyclic compression

Drift can also be seen when cyclic compressions of the spacer are performed. During one cycle the compression has been linearly increased from zero until a defined pressure value $p_3$ is reached. Afterwards it has been decreased in the same manner. As $p_3$ 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 $N/cm^2$ has
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Figure 5.3. Drift of the textile spacer for constant compression for steps from 10 N/cm\(^2\) to 0.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.2 N/cm\(^2\) (pressure change after the step normalized to the step size)

been chosen.

This results in a hysteresis curve that is shifted towards higher compression when the average pressure before the cycles was lower than during the cycles (or vice versa) (fig. 5.4). The maximum compression reached in one cycle with maximum pressure \(p_3\) can be seen in fig. 5.5.

The hysteresis shift can be seen as a superposition of the cycles with a step response from the origin pressure to the average pressure during the cycles; in the measured cases from 0 to 1.25, 2.5 and 3.75 N/cm\(^2\) respectively.

5.2. Modeling and compensation of drift

A logarithmic regression of the drift curve has been found empirically from the step responses. The pressure \(p(t)\) after a step at time \(t_0\) with size \(s\) is:
Figure 5.4. Hysteresis curve is shifted towards higher compression when cyclic compression is applied to a recovered textile spacer.

\[ p(t) = s\gamma \ln(t - t_0 + 1) + p(t_0) \quad \text{for } t \geq t_0 \]  

(5.2)

where \( p(t_0) \) represents the pressure right after the step. \( \gamma \) is a scaling factor that defines how fast the pressure decreases. The value of \( \gamma \) depends on the spacer used. It can be evaluated with a second point on the curve at time \( t_c > t_0 \) with measured pressure \( p(t_c) \):

\[ \gamma = \frac{p(t_c) - p(t_0)}{s \ln(t_c - t_0 + 1)} \]  

(5.3)

For one step the curve can be fitted with a maximal error below 1.0\% (fig. 5.6). If a common factor \( \gamma \) for all steps from 0 to 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 N/cm\(^2\) is used, the error increases but the maximum keeps below 4.0\% (fig. 5.7).

These curves are valid for one step each. To model drift for real march of pressure, a superposition of the step responses is needed. The
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Figure 5.5. Maximum compression for cyclic compression between 0 and 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 N/cm²

time t is discretized and the step height calculated as $s(t) = p(t) - p(t-1)$. Since the pressure change after a certain time is proportional to the step size s (eq. 5.1) the step responses can be added. The drift model is given by

$$p(t) = \gamma \sum_{t_i} [(p(t_i) - p(t_{i-1})) \ln(t - t_i + 1) + p(t_i)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

$t_i$ represents the time where a step occurred. This sum has to be recalculated for every time step. To reduce computation complexity, either the time intervals can be extended or steps with low influence on the sum can be deleted from the history. Such a step can be one that is small compared with a previous one or a step that was a long time ago in the past. To quantify when a deletion of a step has to be performed, we can calculate for each step at time $t_i$ the deviation of the corresponding drift curve. If the ratio between the deviation of the step k at time $t_i$ and the largest deviation over all steps at time $t_i$ is
smaller than $\delta$, a deletion is performed. Increasing the value of $\delta$ would lead to more deletions and less computing power but also less accuracy.

The algorithm is the following: Perform a deletion of step $k$ at time $t_i$ if

$$\frac{\dot{st}(k)}{\max(\dot{st}(n))} < \delta$$

(5.5)

with

$$st(x) = (p(t_x) - p(t_{x-1}))\ln(t_i - t_x + 1)$$

(5.6)

and

$$n \in [0, i]$$

(5.7)

For longer time steps than about one second, it is recommended not to use the actual pressure at each time $t_i$ to calculate the step size. To use the average over a window between $t_{i-1}$ and $t_i$ is more accurate.

5.2.1. Implementation

Drift in the textile sensor is compensated by combining the hysteresis model discussed in the chapter before with the drift model (eq. 5.4).

---

Figure 5.6. Measured and calculated pressure during one hour for a step from 0 to 2.5 N/cm$^2$. The difference between the curves is below 1.0%.
Figure 5.7. Measured and calculated pressure during one hour for steps from 0 to 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10 \(N/cm^2\) (top) and for falling steps from 10 to 7.2, 5.0, 2.5 and 0.25 \(N/cm^2\) (bottom).
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As can be seen from the cyclic compression experiment, the hysteresis curve is scaled along the compression. This scaling can be implemented into the hysteresis model by using the output of the hysteresis model \( h(t) \) as input of the drift model:

\[
p(t) = \gamma \sum_{t_i} [(h(t_i) - h(t_{i-1}))\ln(t - t_i + 1) + h(t_i)]
\]

(5.8)

5.3. Results and conclusion

For testing the model, we used time steps of 10 seconds. At each time step the difference between the average of the past 10 seconds from the Preisach model output and the average of the 10 seconds prior to the last step has been calculated. If this difference was below 1% this step was omitted. Otherwise the actual pressure \( p(t_i) \) and the time \( t_i \) were stored and used for the calculation of the sum (eq. 5.8).

The relative error \( e_r \) without drift compensation increased above 10% after one hour of cycles (chapter 4.5). With the drift model it reduced to an average below 5.0% for a cyclic compression of the textile spacer during four hours (fig. 5.8). Four different samples have been measured twice. They have been unloaded for several hours before each measurement.

The drift model can further reduce the errors of the measured pressure. A simple model based on logarithmic regression has been found. The pressure can be described by a superposition of previous step responses. Only one factor (\( \gamma \)) has to be measured from the spacer as model parameter.

To use the model for other spacers than the researched one needs further investigation in case the pressure change at a certain time after a step is not proportional to the step size \( s \). Then the summation of the step responses isn’t possible anymore and a more complex model has to be found. The drift model has also been tried for reducing drift error in a commercial pressure mat of Tekscan. Unfortunately the proportionality to the step size \( s \) is not given and the developed drift model can’t be used for that purpose.
Figure 5.8. Measured and calculated pressure during cyclic compression.
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Error Modeling

The influence of different error sources such as hysteresis, drift, noise and sensor failure has been modeled and measured for the classification of sitting postures. In the first part of this chapter, the modeling based on adding errors on reference pressure patterns is described. In the second part, these results are validated with the classification of measured sitting postures of nine subjects.
6.1. Introduction

Besides the already discussed error sources such as hysteresis and drift, other errors occur in the textile pressure sensor like noise or sensor failure. The question arises, what is the impact of such errors on a concrete application. Have these errors a significant influence and do they have to be compensated or can they be neglected? How well is the developed textile sensor performing compared with a commercial solution from Tekscan?

The detection of sitting postures by classifying pressure patterns on a seat has been used as measure for the quality of the developed sensor system. The textile sensor array with 240 elements has been used for the experiment with a subset of 96 elements selected.

The influence of the error sources hysteresis, drift, noise and sensor failure has been modeled on the one hand, and measured with an experiment on the other hand. The pressure pattern of nine subjects sitting on a chair have been recorded for 16 different postures.

The related work for estimating sitting posture is mentioned in the introduction of this thesis (chapter 1).

6.2. Measurement

6.2.1. Experiment setup

For the experiment the pressure mat with 240 sensor elements has been used while 96 of them were active (fig. 6.1). The remaining sensor elements have been connected to the shield potential (chapter 3.3). The elements are chosen so they cover the whole buttock of each test subject, forming a checkerboard pattern with an overall size of 35 x 40 cm. Using 96 sensors results in a measurement time of 1.6 s for the whole mat. This is a useful value while 4 s would be needed for the whole 240 sensors. Increasing the number of sensors does not necessarily increase the recognition rate [76]. Therefore 96 sensors are a good compromise between resolution and speed.

A commercially available pressure mat from Tekscan has been placed below the textile sensor for reference. This mat measures the pressure on the seat with 1024 sensors 20 times a second at a relative accuracy $e_r$ of 10%. The mat has been calibrated before use with the calibration system from Tekscan in the range of 0 to 3.3 N/cm$^2$. Placing the reference sensor below the textile mat does not influence the pressure distribution over the textile sensor.
Both sensor systems have been mounted on a wooden swivel chair with a flat surface. The height of the chair has been adapted to the length of the legs of the subjects, so that, while sitting upright, their heels are touching the floor and their legs the front of the seat.

6.2.2. Experiments

The following 16 postures have been measured for each subject (fig. 6.2): Seated upright (1), leaning right (2), left (3), forward (4) and back (5), left leg crossed over the right (6) and right over left (7) once seated upright and once leaning back (8,9) once while the knees are touching and once with the ankle rested on the leg (10-13), slouching (14), sitting on the leading edge (15) and slouched down (16). For postures without leaning back the back of the chair isn’t touched. Each posture has been held for 30 s. A home position (sitting upright) has been adopted for 5 s between each succeeding position to define the transitions between the postures. Examples of patterns measured by
The experiment has been conducted with 9 subjects (6 male and 3 female) in three rounds. In each round, each position beside the home position has been taken once. During the first two rounds, the subjects kept permanently sitting on the chair. Between the second and third rounds the sensor has been unloaded for 30 minutes. The unloading guarantees that the sensor completely recovers to ensure the same starting conditions between the first and third round. Therefore drift effects shouldn’t be seen between the first and third round, while it can...
be measured between the first and second round.

6.3. Classification

6.3.1. Learning algorithm

As learning algorithm naive Bayes classifier has been used [26]. It is based upon the Bayes’ theorem. The probability of a class $c$ with a feature set $(f_1, \ldots, f_n)$ is given by

$$p(c|f_1, \ldots, f_n) = \frac{p(c)p(f_1, \ldots, f_n|c)}{p(f_1, \ldots, f_n)} \quad (6.1)$$

Because $p(f_1, \ldots, f_n)$ is independent on $c$ and equal for all classes, the model can be rewritten to

Figure 6.3. Pressure patterns for 16 sitting postures measured with the Tekscan system (for numbers see text).
Figure 6.4. Pressure patterns for 16 sitting postures measured with the textile pressure sensor (for numbers see text).

\[ p(c, f_1, ..., f_n) = p(c)p(f_1, ..., f_n|c) \]  

(6.2)

Using repeated applications of the definition of conditional probability it can be expressed as:

\[ p(c, f_1, ..., f_n) = p(c)p(f_1|c)p(f_2, ..., f_n|c, f_1) \]  

(6.3)

\[ = p(c)p(f_1|c)p(f_2|c, f_1)p(f_3, ..., f_n|c, f_1, f_2) \]  

(6.4)

\[ = p(c)p(f_1|c)p(f_2|c, f_1)p(f_3|c, f_1, f_2) \]

\[ p(f_4, ..., f_n|c, f_1, f_2, f_3) \]  

(6.5)

Based on the assumption that each feature \( f_i \) is independent on every other feature \( f_j, j \neq i \)

\[ p(f_i|c, f_j) = p(f_i|c) \]  

(6.6)
the joint model can be written as

\[ p(c, f_1, \ldots, f_n) = p(c) \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(f_i|c) \] (6.7)

The so called maximum likelihood estimator to classify the data is then given by

\[ c = \text{argmax}_c p(c) \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(f_i|c) \] (6.8)

6.3.2. Features

The following features have been tested for classification:

- sensor value from each sensor element
- center of force
- pressure applied to 4 equal aggregated areas of the seating area
- pressure applied to 16 equal aggregated areas of the seating area

A reduced feature set of k-best features has been evaluated with the sequential forward selection (sfs) algorithm [52]. A flow chart of this method can be seen in fig. 6.5. The sfs algorithm starts with an empty feature set \( X_0 = \emptyset \). In each step, the feature is added to the existing set \( X_k \) that generates highest classification accuracy in addition to \( X_k \). The algorithm is terminated when the desired number of features is selected.

As cost function \( J \) the mean of the classification accuracy of the cross validation over all subjects (leave-one-person-out) has been used. The number of features is chosen so that highest classification accuracy has been reached.

The following 16 best features have been found (fig. 6.6):

- values of sensor elements number 9, 10, 16, 31, 34, 38, 39, 56, 62, 65, 86, 89, 91 and 96
- x-coordinate of center of force (sidewards)
- one of the 16 equal aggregated areas (no. a7)

The optimal feature set is used for both, classification of the postures with modeled errors and the measured sitting patterns.
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6.4.1. Reference patterns

One pressure pattern is defined for each posture as a reference. These patterns are a superposition of different real static measurements of each posture by averaging over several frames. Each posture has only one corresponding pattern, thereby eliminating the influence of different positions, movements and subjects.

32 training patterns are generated out of each reference pattern for use as training patterns (fig 6.7). These training patterns are generated by adding noise to the reference pattern. The noise increases the variance of the training data. A large standard deviation of the noise enhances the robustness of the classifier but on the other hand results in overlapping the sample clouds of the classes and that reduces the accuracy. A standard deviation of 0.05 N/cm² still guarantees a
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The reference patterns are recorded with the reference pressure measuring system from Tekscan. Each 2x2 sensor elements of 1024 are averaged to one element resulting in 256 elements in total.

The reference patterns act as basis for research on the influences of the errors. The mentioned error sources are added to the reference patterns creating new patterns. For each posture 15 new patterns are generated that are used as test data.

Each source has a variable parameter to define the influence of the specific error. The classification accuracy and distance between the posture classes are taken as the measure. The same features and algorithms are used as for classifying the measured data. The patterns with errors serve as test data.

6.4.2. Distance between pressure patterns

As a measure of how well a classifier can perform [26], the Mahalanobis distance [66] $d_{i,j}$ between the mean of the samples of classes $c_i$ and $c_j$
with \( i \neq j \) has been calculated for all 16 classes. The pressure of the sensor elements has been normalized to the mean of the pressure over the sensor mat.

For all distances between different classes \( c_i, c_j \) the average distance \( d_{md} \) has been calculated according to

\[
d_{md} = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i \neq j} d_{i,j} \quad (6.9)
\]

Additionally, the mean distance \( d_c \) between the samples within one class \( c \) has been calculated. It has been evaluated by the mean of the Mahalanobis distances \( d_{k,l} \) between all samples \( k \in c \) to all samples \( l \in c \):
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$$d_c = \frac{1}{n_s(n_s - 1)} \sum_{k,l \in c} d_{k,l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

with $n_s$ the amount of samples of class $c$. The average distance $d_{ms}$ has been calculated over all distances $d_c$ for the 16 classes

$$d_{ms} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{c=1}^{n} d_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

with $n$ the number of classes.

$d_{ms}$ and $d_{md}$ have been evaluated against the variable parameter of the corresponding error source.

The distance of the samples within class $c$ can be taken as measure of the ‘size’ of the sample clouds of $c$. The classes are perfect separable if the clouds are as small and the distances between the classes high such as the clouds don’t overlap.

6.4.3. Noise

To research the influence of noise, gaussian noise is added to the reference patterns. 15 patterns with noise have been generated for each posture as test patterns. The standard deviation of the noise is used as the variable parameter. It is assumed that the noise is uncorrelated between the sensors. Correlated errors are present in the real system of the textile sensor, but they mainly appear as an offset. Offset can be easily reduced by calibrating the sensor and therefore is not investigated further.

6.4.4. Hysteresis

Hysteresis is added to the reference patterns with the Preisach model discussed in chapter 4 for generating the test patterns. Since hysteresis is a phenomenon that occurs only on pressure changes, the hysteresis can’t be added directly to the static pressure images. The transitions between the postures are used for defining the hysteresis (fig 6.8).

Test patterns have been generated for the transitions from each posture to each other. The pressure of each sensor element $i$ of the test pattern $t_2$ is calculated with the hysteresis model. The model is initialized with the pressure $p_{i,r1}$ of element $i$ of the reference pattern $r_1$. $r_1$ is the pattern of the start of the transition. The input and output $h(p_{i,r1})$ of the model are identical and equal to $p_{i,r1}$. The input is then
Figure 6.8. Training patterns with hysteresis are generated from the transitions between the postures.

altered to $p_{i,r_2}$, the pressure of element $i$ of the destination pattern $r_2$ of the transition. The output of the hysteresis model $h(p_{i,r_2})$ is then the pressure of element $i$ of the test pattern $t_2$.

As variable parameter the distance $d_h$ between the upper and lower limiting branches of the hysteresis curve at half pressure range is used. If $d_h$ is zero, the model output $h(p_{i,r_2})$ is identical to $p_{i,r_2}$ and the test pattern $t_2$ are identical to the reference pattern $r_2$. One way of implementing this scaling is by redefining the model parameters according to $d_h$. As a less computational complex alternative, one can define the parameters of the hysteresis model for a defined distance $d_d$. The hysteresis is then scaled with $f_h = d_h/d_d$.

The pressure $p_{i,t_2}$ of sensor element $i$ of the test pattern $t_2$ with the scaling is calculated according to

$$p_{i,t_2} = p_{i,r_1} + f_h(h(p_{i,r_2}) - p_{i,r_1}) \quad (6.12)$$

with $h(p_{i,r_2})$ representing the hysteresis model.

15 patterns are generated per posture and factor $d_h$ using as test data.
6.4.5. Drift

As discussed in chapter 5 drift in the textile spacer at a time t after a step is proportional to the pressure step. Changing between two postures can be seen as a step for each sensor element since the duration of the posture change is less than a few seconds. To add artificial drift to the ideal pressure pattern, the pressure difference $p_{i,r2} - p_{i,r1}$ between each sensing element i is taken as a step. The pressure $p_{i,t2}$ of the sensor i of the test pattern i is then

$$p_{i,t2} = p_{i,r2} + (p_{i,r2} - p_{i,r1})\gamma \ln(t + 1) \quad (6.13)$$

using the model introduced in chapter 5. The parameter $\gamma$ is defined by eq. 5.3 and its value is -0.025 for the textile spacer. The time t is used as variable parameter.

15 patterns are generated per posture and time t.

6.4.6. Sensor failure

Sensor signals can be lost mainly due to shortcuts between the electrodes and wiring. The question we want to answer is, how many sensors can fail to guarantee a defined classification accuracy. A defined amount f of randomly chosen failing sensors is set to zero. A different set of failing sensors is chosen for each test pattern.

6.5. Results

6.5.1. Classification from modeled patterns

The features calculated from the reference patterns with 256 sensor elements have been used as training data and the test patterns with added errors as test data.

The distances between the classes and within the classes have been calculated according to section 6.4.2.

6.5.1.1. Noise

The measured pressures while sitting on the chair with the reference system are in the range of 0 to 5 $N/cm^2$. The standard deviation of the added noise to the reference patterns for generating the test patterns is increased from 0.013 $N/cm^2$ up to 1.3 $N/cm^2$, that is 0.3% to 30% of the whole measured range.
Up to a standard deviation of 0.55 $N/cm^2$, the recognition rate keeps around 100% (fig. 6.9). This standard deviation corresponds to 12% of the full pressure range measured. The recognition rate drops significantly for a standard deviation of above 0.68 $N/cm^2$. Increasing the noise level up to 1.1 $N/cm^2$ leads to a drop of the rate below 15%. For higher values of the standard deviation, the recognition rate decreases slower.

**Figure 6.9.** Recognition rate and distance between the pressure patterns depending of the standard deviation of the added noise.

The mean of all distances within the same class $d_{ms}$ is almost zero when no additional noise is applied. This distance is caused by the variation of the reference patterns.

The mean of the distances between the classes $d_{md}$ has a value around 3. The variation of $d_{md}$ with respect to the standard deviation of the added noise is below 4% since the mean of the samples within one class stays almost the same. For increasing noise, $d_{ms}$ is linearly increasing from 0.2 at standard deviation 0. For a standard deviation higher than 0.68 $N/cm^2$, the value of $d_{md}$ is larger than $d_{ms}$. 
The linear increase of $d_{ms}$ is expected since the noise level is also linearly increasing, causing a linear growing of the size of the sample cloud of a class.

From these results it can be stated that if the noise level can be kept below 10% or 0.5 $N/cm^2$, no influence on the classification need be expected.

6.5.1.2. Hysteresis

The scaling factor $f_h$ is altered from 0.1 to 2.0 in steps of 0.1 that corresponds to a $d_h$ of 0.015 to 0.3 $N/cm^2$. A value of $f_h = 1.0$ produces hysteresis in same 'size' as in the textile sensor used for the measurements.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 6.10.** Recognition rate and distance between the pressure patterns depending of the 'size' of the hysteresis (scaling factor $d_d$).

Up to a $f_h = 0.4$ the recognition rate remains unaffected. (fig. 6.10). For increasing hysteresis up to $f_h = 1.2$ the rate drops to 80% and for higher $f_h$ it drops approximately constant to 30% at $f_h = 2.0$. The recognition rate at $f_h = 1$ is around 90%. 

The distance between the classes is decreasing for increasing $f_h$. This behavior is expected since the hysteresis leads to a smaller pressure change between two postures.

The derivation of distance of the samples within a class is decreasing with increasing $f_h$. This is the origin for the slower decrease of the classification accuracy.

From these results it is expected that compensating the hysteresis in the measured data of the textile sensor will increase the recognition rate by up to 10%. Since the hysteresis can’t be exactly modeled and the training data for the classification of the measured data contains also hysteresis, the actual reachable improvement is expected to be less than 10%.

6.5.1.3. Drift

The value of the parameter $\gamma$ used for modeling the drift (eq. 6.13) is the same as for the textile sensor ($\gamma = -0.025$). The time $t$ is varied from 1 to 1000 seconds in steps of 25 seconds.

The recognition rate decrease is approximately constant for increasing time, but keeps above 90%, also after 1000 s (fig. 6.11).

The distances of the samples within one class keep also small. At $t = 1000$ s the distance is 0.5 what is comparable with a hysteresis with $f_h = 0.5$. The distance between the classes is decreasing for increasing time for the same reason than for the hysteresis; at 1000 s it’s value is 2.3.

The change in measured pressure caused by drift is less than 20% from the step size. Noise with a standard deviation of 20% leads to a classification accuracy above 90%. The recognition rate with added hysteresis of factor $f_h = 0.5$ is around 99%. Both recognition rates are in the same region as the recognition rate with drift at 1000 s.

From these results we can expect that drift influences the classification with the data from the textile sensor by less than 10%.

6.5.1.4. Sensor failure

Failing of up to 50 (25%) of 256 sensor elements has no influence on the classification (fig. 6.12). Additional failures lead to a significant decrease of the recognition rate to the minimal rate when all sensor elements fail.

The distance $d_{md}$ between the classes is approximately linearly decreasing for increasing amount of failing sensors. The distance $d_{ms}$ be-
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Figure 6.11. Recognition rate and distance between the pressure patterns depending of the drift during time $t$.

between the samples of one class is increasing until the half of the sensors fail and is decreasing when more sensors fail.

The reason for this behavior is that a failing sensor element sets the difference between two patterns to zero for this element and therefore the distance between the classes drops. On the other hand, the value of a failing sensor is outside the sample cloud of the corresponding class what leads to an increase of the inner class distance. When all sensors fail, all sensor values are zero and therefore all distances between and also within the classes are zero.

It can be expected that 25% of the 256 sensors can fail without having negative effect. For the textile sensor, the 25% correspond to 24 out of 96 sensors.

6.5.2. Classification from measured patterns

To measure the influence of different error sources, the classification accuracy of the measured data has been determined. The used classifier and features are described in section 6.3.
The data of 8 subjects have been used as training data and the samples from the remaining subject as test data. The average recognition rate is calculated over all subjects’ data used once as test data.

6.5.2.1. Influences from the experiment setup

Besides the discussed error sources in the sections above, other possible influences on the recognition rate have to be investigated. Different positions of the subjects on the chair lead to a translation or rotation of the pressure pattern. Furthermore, a subject can perform the postures slightly differently according to the others. These influences are minimized by giving the subjects precise instructions. The height of the chair has been adopted to the length of the legs and the subjects directed when adopting the positions. Rotation of the body can be excluded by visual inspection during the experiment.

To evaluate the remaining variance of the positioning, the center of force is calculated with the measurements from the reference sys-
tem. The position of the center of force for one subject can be seen in fig 6.13a. The rectangle represents the positions of 90% of the center of forces for all samples for a certain posture. The standard deviation is less than 1 cm for all postures of one subject during all 3 rounds. This is below the resolution of the reference system (1 cm) and textile sensor (5.4 cm). The standard deviations for all subjects are slightly higher but still in most cases less than 2 cm and therefore below the resolution of the textile sensor (fig 6.13b). These values are also below the size of the smallest parts of the buttock (bones). Therefore shifts of the pressure patterns don’t lead to a shift to the next sensor element, only to a change in pressure ratio. As a consequence, compensation of translation and rotation is not required.

### 6.5.2.2. Recognition rate

The recognition rate achieved in [76] is 82% by using 50 sensor elements distributed on the seat and on the back. The same recognition rate has been achieved by optimal placing 19 sensor elements on the chair. A maximal recognition rate of 87% has been reached by using 31 sensors. The data of 52 subjects and 10 postures have been evaluated.

16 postures and 9 subjects have been used in our work. Furthermore, a pressure distribution sensor on the back is not used. Therefore a lower recognition rate as in [76] is expected. The measured distances between the classes with postures conducted once leaning back and once sitting upright (no. 1/5, 6/8, 7/9, 10/12, 11/13) are small (fig. 6.14), what causes confusion between these classes. To obtain better differentiation between these two groups of postures, the textile sensor with one single sensing element has been added as back sensor in our work. This sensor is giving a signal of a pressure of 0.06 $N/cm^2$ with a standard deviation of 0.07 $N/cm^2$ for the postures without leaning back and 1.8 $N/cm^2$ with a standard deviation of 0.34 $N/cm^2$ for leaning back. It’s values are used as additional feature.

When sensor failures and hysteresis are compensated, a recognition rate of 82% with the back sensor and 59% without can be reached with the data from the textile sensor system and the optimal feature set.

The influence on the recognition rate when certain errors are not compensated is shown in the following sections. Without any error compensation, that means using the raw data from the sensor, the recognition rate is 63% with the back sensor and 43% without.
Figure 6.13. Position and standard deviation (rectangles) of the center of force for different postures of one subject in all runs (a) and for all subjects (b).
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Figure 6.14. Distances between the 16 posture classes for one subject.

6.5.2.3. Hysteresis

To determine the effect of the hysteresis on the classification result, classification was carried out once with the raw data from the textile sensor and once with the data where the hysteresis with the Preisach model introduced in chapter 3 has been compensated.

The average recognition rate for the data with compensated hysteresis is 77% without, and 51% with the back sensor. This is an improvement of 22% and 19% compared to using the raw data.

When the data with compensated failing sensors is used, the enhancement of the recognition rate by modeling the hysteresis is 1% with and 7% without back sensor.

From the simulated data, an improvement of less than 10% of the recognition rate with hysteresis compensation was expected. This fits well with the measured data, when the hysteresis is compensated for the data with compensated failing sensors. The enhancement of the recognition rate compared to using the raw data is higher than the expected 10%. An explanation for this phenomena is, that modeling
the hysteresis reduces also the influence of failing sensors since their pressure values don’t drop to zero.

### 6.5.2.4. Drift

Three runs of measuring all postures have been recorded per subject to determine the influence of drift. The first two runs are one after the other without the subjects standing in between. Before the third run was performed the sensor has been relaxed half an hour without load applied. Drift can be seen between the first and second runs, while drift effects between the first and third runs should be similar.

The data from the first run has been used as training data, the data once from the second and once form the third runs as tests. The difference between the average recognition rate over all subjects is 1% between the two tests. For the data of one particular subject used as test data, the rate differs less than 12% between the two tests.

As a result, it can be stated that influence of the drift is minor on the classification rate compared to the other error sources as expected from the simulation.

### 6.5.2.5. Sensor failure

The data of some sensor elements of the textile pressure sensor are partially not available due to failing sensors. Shortcuts between the conductive textile parts caused by conductive lint and not ideal connections lead to a malfunction of the corresponding sensor element. Shortcuts or breaks result in capacitance values of zero, so that failing sensor elements can be identified easily.

12 of 96 sensor elements permanently failing leads to a system that has effectively only 84 sensors. Other sensor elements fail irregularly. Some failing is correlated with the postures since the shortcuts can occur when parts are pressed together. The maximum number of sensor elements that fail at least once is 77 during all three rounds for all subjects and 65 for one round. The average is 67 for all three rounds and 58 for one round. Therefore, 57% and 50%, respectively, of the sensor elements are partially failing.

The data of a failing sensor element \( p_i \) is replaced by the average value of the four neighboring elements \( p_l, p_r, p_t, p_b \) that are available.

\[
p_i = \frac{p_l + p_r + p_t + p_b}{n_a}
\]

(6.14)
with \( n_a \) the number of available elements.

If all four are unavailable, the last value available (real or reconstructed) of the sensor element is taken.

The accuracy can be enhanced on average from 43% to 55% without and from 63% to 81% with using the back sensor. This is an improvement of 28% and 29%, respectively. From the results of the simulation (chapter 6.5.1.4), we can expect an enhancement of the recognition between 40% and 50% for 50% of failing sensors. Since the failing of the sensor elements is partially correlated with the postures and therefore contains also information, the measured drop in recognition rate due to failing is less than modeled where the failing is random.

### 6.6. Conclusion

A comparison of the reached classification accuracies for the different tests can be seen in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>measured</th>
<th>with back sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw data</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysteresis compensated</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failing sensors replaced by mean of adjacent elements</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysteresis compensated + failing replaced</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classification accuracy reached with the data of the Tekscan mat recorded simultaneously is 84% if the data of the textile back sensor is added and the features are optimized for the Tekscan data. Without back sensor with the recognition rate drops to 56%.

As a conclusion, it can be stated that the textile sensor performs similarly to the commercial system, if the hysteresis and sensor failures are compensated. Compensating the sensor failure has higher impact on the classification result than modeling the hysteresis.
Conclusion

A textile pressure sensor was designed and evaluated. Error sources such as hysteresis and drift have been modeled to compensate for their effect on the measurement. The sensor can be used for the classification of sitting postures when the errors are modeled. It performs similarly to a commercial system.

An outlook provides insight into further improvements and applications of the textile sensor.
7.1. Summary and achievements

Commercial products are available on the market to measure pressure distribution on the human body. These products are not made from textiles and unobtrusive integration into clothing would be a problem.

Therefore, there was a need for a simple textile solution where not only the design is simple but also textile materials could be used off the shelf.

Textile sensors used in research have a rather low accuracy and that prevents them from use as pressure sensing devices [28]. An approach to produce better sensors would be to optimize the materials used and enhance the design of the sensor. In this thesis, we pursue another strategy: Instead of building an exact sensor, the non-idealities and errors are modeled so that they can be compensated for by algorithms.

The major contributions of this thesis are the following:

- A pure textile pressure sensor has been designed and evaluated that can be integrated into clothing to measure pressure distribution on the human body. Using only textiles makes unobtrusive and robust sensors possible. This opens the field for long term operation for medical applications such as supervision of sitting postures, decubitus prevention, muscle activity measurements [75] or control of pressure in medical stockings.

- Models have been evaluated and implemented to quantify hysteresis and drift of the sensor. Only with this modeling is it possible to achieve accurate pressure values from the textile sensor with material that has not been optimized for this application. The errors could be reduced from more than 50% to below 10%. Non ideal and cheaper materials can be used for sensor manufacturing. They don’t have to be optimized for linearity and low hysteresis and the system can be less complex. The models also can be easily adopted for other types of pressure sensors and strain sensors.

- The influence of different error sources such as noise, hysteresis, drift and sensor failure has been modeled and analyzed. Their impact has been measured on the classification of sitting postures using pressure patterns.
7.2. Scalability of the system

The geometrical resolution is limited by the minimal size of the sensing elements. To achieve a capacitance greater than 2 pF, the ratio between the area of the electrode and thickness of the spacer has to be greater than $1.9 \, cm^{-1}$. For a spacer of 3 mm thickness this leads to a size of electrodes greater than 6 mm. A spacing of at least 2 mm between adjacent elements is needed when the electrodes are embroidered resulting in a minimal grid distance of 8 mm. This could be reduced if other manufacturing processes such as printing are used. Thinner spacers of 200$\mu$m thickness have been used for pressure sensitive retail shelves [73, 74].

The maximal number $n$ of sensors is limited by the sampling frequency $f$ of the measuring system and the desired update rate of the system $f_s$: $n = f/f_s$. Parallelization increases this number by a factor equal to the number of used parallel systems. In principle there is no limit in sensor quantity as long as the connections can be routed.

The pressure range is defined by the used spacer and is only limited by the availability of appropriate spacers.

7.3. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the thesis:

- The sensing quality of the textile sensor can be significantly improved by modeling the behavior of the sensor. The error can be reduced from more than 50% to below 10%. The used models are also valid for other types of pressure or even strain sensors; modification of the parameters are needed.

- It is possible to use standard textiles for pressure sensing.

- Even with this solution, special investigation had to be made when selecting the material. Several types of conductive yarn are available on the market. Nevertheless, it has become evident that it is difficult to find an appropriate yarn for the textile sensor with multiple sensing elements. The yarn we finally used appeared to be not perfect but usable for applications where failure of certain sensors can be tolerated. For other applications, such as for medical use, this problem has to be solved. Besides this, the goal of using standard material has been reached. Single sensors manufactured with different yarn and conductive garment instead of
embroidered electrodes were shown as reliable after years of regular use.

- The textile sensor has proven its usefulness as a sensing device for the classification of sitting postures with a recognition rate of 61% when sensor failures and hysteresis are compensated. This value is higher than the classification rate of 48% by using a commercial pressure sensing mat from Tekscan.

7.4. Outlook

The sensor principle proved it works. The specifications stated at the beginning of this thesis are fulfilled. Nevertheless the sensor can be improved further in different areas.

7.4.1. Material and technology

Improvements in measuring technologies for small capacitances can enhance the sampling rate of the sensor. This makes it possible to measure larger arrays with a reasonable speed without the need of parallel measuring. The size of the electronics can be reduced if the switching circuit or even the whole sensing part is integrated into an FPGA or other appropriate device.

Robustness of the sensor can be improved further. The conductive yarn has been shown as the bottleneck, while other components are as robust as normal textiles. Better yarn has to be developed that doesn’t cause shortcuts but is still usable in embroidering machines and robust enough. Yarns with fibres twined around a textile carrier are best for ensuring few shortcuts. However, the production of such a yarn isn’t stable enough to obtain a yarn that can be processed without causing problems in the machines; its conductivity has to remain in the specified range even after hundreds time of washing. Using the sensor in medical environment demands highest reliability, not yet given with the 240 elements prototype but reachable with suitable yarn.

Laminating the conductive parts after the embroidering process could further reduce the risk of shortcuts. However the textiles get stiff and lose their textile properties. A laminating process has to be found without this drawback. Using insulated yarn is another possibility. Removing the coating for getting electrical contact between the yarns has been shown as complicated. Manual removal is time consuming and thermal processes destroy the carrying yarn and that should be
prevented. Lasers could be used for automatic removal of the coating [59]. All these methods are not applicable to multi filament yarn where the polyester is coated with conductive material. This material would also be removed with the coating. Only a chemical solution would be applicable.

7.4.2. Production and commercialization

To turn the sensor from a research prototype into a commercial product, several aspects have to be evaluated:

- Methods have to be found for fast manufacturing at low effort. The prototypes need a large amount of manual assembling. Two weeks are needed per sensor for sewing the embroidered electrodes together with the connections, removing shortcuts and for testing. Methods or machines have to be developed especially for automatic connecting the electrodes with the connection lines.

- The use of the sensor in clothing or directly on the body will have to be made in accordance with various regulations. These aspects have not been investigated so far.

7.4.3. Further use and applications

We intend to investigate the commercialization of the textile sensor in a following CTI\textsuperscript{1} project where a sensing mat will be constructed for measuring the pressure distribution in a bed to prevent decubitus.

In the SEAT project [7], a pressure sensing mat will be integrated into an airplane seat as an additional sensor for evaluating the comfort and state of a passenger. The classification of sitting postures can be used as basis for detecting the users action and constitution.

\textsuperscript{1}The CTI is the Swiss Confederation’s innovation promotion agency
A.1. Error measures

A.1.1. Nomenclature

- $x_m$: measured value
- $x_t$: true value

A.1.2. Absolute error

$$e_a = x_m - x_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

A.1.3. Relative error

$$e_r = \frac{x_m - x_t}{x_t} = \frac{e_a}{x_t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

Average relative error

$$e_{r, av} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} e_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)
A.1.4. Offset

\[ e_o = x_m \text{ for } x_t = 0 \quad \text{(A.4)} \]

A.1.5. Linearity error of AD/DA converters

- The **integral** linearity error is the maximum deviation of the transfer characteristic of a converter from a straight line.

- The **differential** linearity error of a converter is defined as the relative error in analog signal when a change of 1 lsb occurs.
## Glossary

### Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>SI Unit</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Introduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td></td>
<td>parameter of relay operator</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td></td>
<td>parameter of relay operator</td>
<td>4.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>$C^2 N^{-1} m^{-2}$</td>
<td>permittivity</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td></td>
<td>scaling factor drift</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_0$</td>
<td>$s^{-1}$</td>
<td>oscillation frequency</td>
<td>3.2.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>time constant</td>
<td>3.2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$m^2$</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>class</td>
<td>6.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>capacitance</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_x$</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>capacitance of a sensor element</td>
<td>3.2.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>parasitic capacitance</td>
<td>3.2.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{ref}}$</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>reference capacitance</td>
<td>3.2.1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>distance between the electrodes</td>
<td>2.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>distance between classes</td>
<td>6.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{md}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mean of distances between classes</td>
<td>6.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{md}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mean of distances of samples within one class</td>
<td>6.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_s$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>spacing electrodes</td>
<td>2.3.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_l$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>spacing connection lines</td>
<td>2.3.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dt$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>time step</td>
<td>2.3.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_r$</td>
<td></td>
<td>relative error</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>absolute error</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$s^{-1}$</td>
<td>frequency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_h$</td>
<td></td>
<td>scaling factor hysteresis</td>
<td>6.4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( h(t) \)  
hysteresis model output  4.3.1

\( I \)  
A current

\( k \)  
\( J \cdot K^{-1} \)  
Boltzmann constant  3.2.1.1

\( M \)  
local maxima of input hysteresis model  4.4

\( m \)  
local minima of input hysteresis model  4.4

\( n_e \)  
number of electrodes  2.3.2.1

\( n_s \)  
number of stripes  2.3.2.1

\( n_c \)  
number of connections  2.3.2.1

\( n_l \)  
number of connection lines  2.3.2.2

\( p \)  
\( N/m^2 \)  
pressure

\( p_{i,t} \)  
\( N/m^2 \)  
pressure on element \( i \) of pattern \( t \)  6.4.4

\( P N_{\text{min}} \)  
minimal phase noise  3.2.1.1

\( R \)  
\( \Omega \)  
resistance

\( s \)  
\( N/m^2 \)  
size of pressure step  5.1.2.1

\( t \)  
s  
time

\( T \)  
K  
temperature  3.2.1.1

\( V \)  
V  
voltage

\( V_{\text{src}} \)  
V  
source voltage  3.2.1.1

\( V_{\text{ref}} \)  
V  
reference voltage  3.2.3.3

\( Z \)  
\( \Omega \)  
impedance  3.2.1.3
# Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>analog to digital converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>digital to analog converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>field programmable gate array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opamp</td>
<td>operation amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>printed circuit board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>phase locked loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>polyurethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>polyethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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